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Campus Notes

Quality grows
To each member

year, a shift in enrollment
that means good news for
the college.
The high enrollment is matched by an
academically-talented freshman class.

Hope's full-time equivalent enrollment is
2,579 this year, more than 50 students higher
than last year's 2,523. The "full-timeequivalent" figures are a synthesis of full-time and

part-timeenrollment, and help the college
measure the demand on its resources.
The increase occurred despite a slight
decline in overallenrollment. Hope has 2,713
students this fall, down from 2,755 last year.
The college achieved

its

previous full-time

equivalentrecord, 2,577, during 1990-91,
which was also the year of its highest overall

This year's total enrollment of

Hope

family we send warmest Christmas
greetings. May this holy season bring

enrollment, 2,813 students.

Pull-time equivalent
enrollment at Hope College
reached a record high this

of the

2,713

includes Hope's first- and third-largestever

Hope enrolled
first-time students this fall, the
third-largest class in the college's history.
The 687 first-timestudents enrolled in the
fall of 1992 were the largest class ever at
Hope.
This year's freshman class is impressive
not only for its quantity but also its quahty,
according to Dr. James R. Bekkering'65, vice
president for admissions and student life. A
total of 35 percent of the college's new
degree-seekingstudents graduated in the
top 10 percent of their high school classes,
and 57 percent of the new students were in
classes of first-time students.

known over
sharing gifts and

recollections of joys we have

658

the years, happiness in

comfort

in

knowing

God’s care.

May

it

that our future is in

be a time of gratitude

for the blessings of family and friends, for

work

to do and strength to undertake

and for God’s precious gift

to the

it,

world

of our savior Jesus Christ.

the top 20 percent of their classes.

Forty-sevenpercent of the new students
earned high school grade point averagesof
3.6 or higher on a 4.0 scale, and 73 percent
earned averages of 3.20 or higher. The students' composite ACT scores and SAT
combined scores were similarlyhigh,

John & Jeanne Jacobson
Christmas 1993

“Quote, unquote”
stopping and peeking,

Quote, unquote

an

is

thrill

stop and get involved.And Heaven help us,

eclectic sampling of
things said at and about

no one should stop and say 'Please get out of

from

to

"Racial Climate in

America" by Juan Williams,writer and political
analyst for the Washington Post Magazine.

The address opened the college's 14th annual
Critical Issues Symposium, which examined
"Race and Social Change in America"and ran

how

fortuitousit

is

we meet this year to discuss this subject,
given where we are in history.
"Becauseas we sit here this evening, why
it's 25 years since the assassinationsof King
and Robert Kennedy. It's 30 years now since
the March on Washington. In November
that

we'll commemorate the 30th anniversary of
the assassinationof President

Kennedy.

"We're also at a time when we're about to
look back at the 40 years that America has
traveled since the Brown decision of 1954.
We're looking back at a Civil Rights Act of

"And it means

that people like
people who I
suspect are going to become leaders in this
society by virtue of the education you are
receiving here at Hope College; people who
will be leaders in this society, leaders in this

school,leaders in this community, in this state
and in this nation,in the sciences and in
icine, in the arts

med-

— people like you tend to

my

think, 'Well, it's not

business. That racial

mess out there. That great conflagration that
people talk about and that makes for such
cries of despair in the papers and on the
newscasts, that's not me; that's not what I am
doing with my life.'
"But I'm telling you, that as

1964.

"And

be able to say,

you — thoughtful people,

Tuesday and Wednesday, Sept. 28-29.
"I can't help but think

We all just want
when we get home safely and
comfortably, 'Do you know what I saw today
on the highway? It was really terrible.'
"But that kind of discussion about race
tends to defeat us. It tends to leave the discussion of race in American society to the
demagogues, on the left and on the right.

On the cover

your car and do something.'

Hope College.
Excerpts follow

maybe even getting a

from the gore at times, but not wanting to

I

stand here the

epitaph on the tombstone of your generation

The Hope in the Future campaign's $50 million goal has been reached— and
passed. Festivitiescentered around Homecoming Weekend in October included a
dinner celebrating the achievement. The needs the fund-raiseris meeting, and
the campaign itself,are continuing. Please see page 20.
At the top left, jubilant students celebratefollowingthe Nykerk Cup Competition
on Saturday. Additionalcoverage appears on page five.

At

top right, soccer standout Kim

Nolan
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deal with this critical and cutting issue of
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"So we sit here tonight on the verge of
something,and I think it commands us and
our intellect to pay attentionto this issue, this
critical,cutting issue of race that I suspect is

going to be as defining for this generation as
it

when

it

comes

to dealing

with race, most often people want to pretend
that they don't have
don't have

much

much

to say; that they

to do; that it's not really

on

agenda. I tend to think of it in terms of
someone passing an accident on a highway,
and maybe doing a little rubberneckingand
their

2

"What I'm saying to

you at Hope
tonight,is that you must understandthat it's
time to start your fight. The fight is going on.
"And I hope that if you come back to Hope
College in 30 or 40 years and someone is up
all of
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lenges that faced America in the early '90s,
that
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of Greenville,

here speaking about the great civil rights chal-

has been for others in the past.
"But you know,

you

you don't

find yourself in the position of

saying, 'You know,

I

was

so preoccupied

with

my pimples and the ball games, I never realized all of what was going on. I never
understoodthat America was there for me to

Hope College
Office of Public Relations

DeWitt Center, Holland, MI 49423-3698.
L. Renner '67, Director
Gregory S. Olgers '87, Assistant Director
Lynne M. Powe '86, Assistant Director

Thomas

Kathy Miller,Office Manager
Karen Bos, Secretary

Editor: Thomas L. Renner '67

forward to a
21st century with an America that's going to
be more of a demographic mix; have more
of course we're looking

'96 of Holland, Mich., makes a play.

Please see page 11 for our annual fall sports roundup.

Dostie, T.J. Hamilton, Lou Schakel,

Dr. Raymond Silverman

Notice of Nondiscrimination
Hope College is committed to the
concept of equal rights, equal
opportunities and equal protection
under the law. Hope College admits
students of any race, color, national and
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all the rights, privileges,programs

activitiesgenerally accorded or
available to students at

nexus from

Hope

College is published

during February, April, June, August,
October, and December by Hope
College, 141 East 12th Street, Holland,
Michigan 49423-3698.
Postmaster:Send address changes to
news from Hope College, Holland, MI
49423-3698

Hope

and

made

College,

including the administration of its
educational policies, admission policies,
scholarshipand loan programs, and
athleticand other school-administered
programs. With regard to employment,
the College complies with all legal
requirementsprohibiting discrimination
in employment.

change.'"^
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Equipment boosts
piano program
only been a few weeks but

riano instruction at
Hope has gone hi-tech

see

much more

Rob Andersen, a junior and vocal music
education major from Grand Haven, Mich.,

with the addition of
several Yamaha

agreed.

"The Yamaha keyboard lab

instruments. Some of
the pianos can even
play themselves.

is

one of the

best things the college could have brought
in,"

The equipment, on loan through
Keyboard Music Center Inc. of North
Muskegon, Mich., includes four "Disklaviers" — two uprights and two
grands — which can play themselvesfrom,

and record themselves to,

I

progress in the students' work this year."

3.5" computer

disks. In addition, the 16 "Clavinova"work
stations new to Hope's piano instructional
laboratory have similar capabilities, as well
as allowing students to choose a variety of

other sounds for their playing, including
choir, trumpet, harpsichordand organ. A

Andersen said.

"It

makes

learning

simple little pieces a lot more fun because
you can put more with them."
Students in the "Clavinova" laboratory,
for example, needn't monitor their rhythm
with the monotonous"ticking" of a
metronome (unless they want to). They can
keep time instead with "rock and roll,"
"samba,""big band" or a variety of others.
If

they prefer, they can let the piano play

hand of a work while they practice
— or vice versa. If they're after an
orchestra effect, they can even record while
playing in one instrument's"voice" and
have it accompany them while they later
the right

the

left

play another.

regular concert grand piano and five regular

Because the electronic"Clavinovas" in the

upright pianos round out the assortment,
valued at more than $298,000.
What's best about the new equipment,
according to Charles Aschbrenner,professor
of music, is its versatility and its ability to
that, he believes,is that the college'spiano

come with headphones, all 16 can be used while the
performers hear only their own playing.
Linked to a master instructor's console, they
also allow one-on-one attention — and monitoring — from a faculty member.
By recordingtheir own performing and

students like using

playing

motivate students to learn.

One

reason for

it.

"They really enjoy working," he said. "It's

instructional laboratory

it

back, students can also both see

and hear what they are doing

right

and

Russian professor
encounters television
When

Dr. Boris

spend 10 weeks as

a visiting

professor of history, he
planned to do a lot of reading
in his spare time. Read he
did, but he also discovered
television.
His, however, was not a gluttonous
immersion into the 36-channel world of
Oprah, Brady Bunch reruns, and Beavis and
Bullhead. Rather, he was mesmerizedby
the power of television — and the mass
media in general — as democraticfacilitator.
"In Russia on many occasions we are
told that mass media is the 'Fourth Estate,"'
said Dr. Tarasov,who is an associate professor of history at Kuban State University
in Krasnodar,Russia, about 700 miles south

of

Moscow. "When I am back

Krasnodar, I will

my

friends that

tell

my

in

studentsand all
is the first

mass media

branch of power."
By presenting the news and news
makers, he found, the mass media shaped
opinion. By presenting opinion, the mass

NFHC December 1993

to

work

Yamaha Clavinovas in the college’s piano laboratoryallow several students
at once — and to get creative while doing so.

wrong. By using 3.5" disks to play back not
only their own but others' performances
on the laboratory"Clavinovas" and the
individual "Disklaviers,"students can
hear the way a work should sound on the
instrument, not merely the way it sounds
via a recording.One can see the key- and
pedal-strokes happening, as the movement of the action is what is "read" and
recorded digitally.
The technologyis such that the playback
even conveys an individualartist's style.
"It's as though you have that person sitting
in your room playing that piano,"
ProfessorAschbrenner said. "Now you
can hear Gershwin, for example, playing
the Yamaha in the room."
When playing back a work, the students
can change pitch, tempo or both — useful.

faculty in you as individuals and in subjects beyond each faculty member's

matter of $2-, or $3-, or $10-billion in eco-

specific professionalcompetency.

nomic help from Western countries," Dr.
Tarasov said. "Democracy is not the
result — it is the process.. .Democracy is
when you have freedom of speech."
"I think that the best help would be to
help our journalists to establishindependent,
de-ideologized means of communicating
with the people," he said. "Only then can we
begin our drang nach West."

example, if a vocalistwishes to practice
with an accompanimenttailored to his or
her range, or if a student wants to examine
a passage at half tempo. Old-time "player"
pianos come to mind when watching the
"Disklaviers" in action, but they were not
sensitive to dynamics or pedaling, according to Professor Aschbrenner.
Yamaha's "Disklavier"technology has
been available commercially for the last
five years, according to Gwen Glatz, who
for

with Rose Tipton is co-owner

of

Keyboard Music Center Inc. The equipment was installed in mid-August as
part of a three-yearagreementbetween
Hope and Keyboard Music Center Inc.
At the end of each year, the instruments
will be sold during an auction and
replaced with new.

^

25 years ago...

media shaped the news and news makers.
resulting circle, he concluded, helps
keep democracy rolling.
It was a power he saw demonstrated in
September and October,when he watched
CNN's live coverage of the Russian parliament's attempted revolt. It showed
through C-SPAN and news programs that
brought U.S. leaders, and the process of
government, into people’s homes — and
even enabled citizens to phone in and ask
their officials questions. He even became
part of the experience himself, interviewed
by several West Michigan journalists(and a
USA Today reporter) interested in sharing
his views on the strife back home.
Dr. Tarasov believes that it will be essential to similarly engage the Russian people
with their government, and vice versa, if
true democracy is to develop in Russia.
"Our strugglefor democracy is not a

The

Nikolaevich Tarasov arrived
on campus on Sept. 3 to

The new

In conjunction with its
25th anniversary, news

from Hope College is
publishing excerpts from
its first year (as The Hope
The followingexcerpts
October, 1968, issue (Vol.

I,

education, but are the source of leader-

No. 4), which

ship in almost every area they enter.

"Hope College and the Years
Ahead," presented by Dr. Morrette L.
Rider, dean for academic affairs, during
the college's104th Opening Convocation

1968. This section of

his

address was titled "Faculty Interested in

You

as Individual."

"A key

"In

factor is the interest of the

many

machinery.The man and woman

are from the

reprinted

Sept. 12,

the

whose knowledge and skills have led to
wisdom have not only a more satisfying

Imprint).

on

to you and who have a keen interestin
you as individuals. Technical education
and the total immersion in a professional
school undoubtedly provide a high level
of competence in a chosen discipline, but
it is too often the competence of a cog in

of our best universitiestoday

a Ph.D. degree is little

more than a union

card to a teaching role in a specific disci-

pline. Hope

College, .however, very

carefully selectsfor its faculty men and
women who have not only the highest
professional qualifications,
but

have the ability

who

also

to relate their profession

"It is this

development of leadership,

this pursuit of
College seeks for

wisdom which Hope
its

students.

"As I have indicated to you earlier,
wisdom implies value judgments— the
recognition of what is right and what is
wrong — and all shades of truth between
them. This cannot be accomplished by
the handing out of dogma or any manner
of 'this is how it is' statement. Nor does
it mean unguarded exposure and acceptance of any brand of fuzzy thinking that
might be currently popular. It does mean
that the college must be a center of con-

troversy and debate — this is a prime
value of democratic society — and that
debate and disciplined dialogue may
bring reason and knowledge to bear
upon your education."

Winter Happening

Academic Calendar

Saturday, Jan. 29
9-11 a.m. — Registration

Fall Semester (1993)
Dec. 13-17, Monday-Friday — Semester examinations

9:30-10:45 a.m. — Seminars

Dec. 17, Friday — Residence halls close at 5 p.m.

"What's This Thing Called Poetry?"
— Prof. Jack Ridl and Prof. Jackie Bartley

Spring Semester (1994)
Jan. 9, Sunday — Residence halls open at noon
Jan. 10, Monday — Registration for new students
Jan. 11, Tuesday — Classes begin at 8 a.m.
Feb. 11, Friday — Winter Recess begins at 6 p.m.
Feb. 16, Wednesday — Winter Recess ends at 8 a.m.
March 17, Thursday— Spring Recess begins at 6 p.m.
March 28, Monday— Spring Recess ends at 8 a.m.
April 1, Friday — Good Friday, classes not in session
April 29, Friday— Spring Festival,classes dismissed at
12:30 p.m.

May
May

Admissions
Visits.

The Admissions Office is open from

year's dates are as follows:
Friday, Jan. 28
Friday, Feb. 28
Friday, March 4
for

admitted members

of the Class of 1998:

Saturday, April 16.
For further information about any Admissions Office event,
please call (616) 394-7850, or toll free 1-800-968-7850 or
write: Hope CollegeAdmissions Office; 69 E. 10th

St.;

PO Box

9000; Holland, MI; 49422-9000.

Opus

Visiting Writers

Yusef Komunyakaa and Diane Glancy; Tuesday, Jan. 25,
7 p.m.; Maas Center auditorium
Tom Andrews '84 and Patricia Hampl; Thursday, March
3, 8 p.m.; Maas Center auditorium
Charles Simic and David Young; Thursday, April 14, 7
p.m.; KnickerbockerTheatre
Harry Humes; May; date and location TEA

Knickerbocker Theatre
Downtown Holland at 86 East Eighth Street
The KnickerbockerTheatre, open Monday

through
Saturday, features a variety of art, foreign and classic
films, and a number of live events.

Admissionto the

theatre's films costs $4.50 for adults and $3.50

for senior citizens and

Ethiopia"
— Dr. Neal Sobania '68

Hope College students. For more

mation on programs and films at
395-4950.

Faculty Recital Series continues with
concerts on Jan. 30, Feb. 20, March 13 and April 17.
Pictured from left to right are clarinetist Dr. Russell
Floyd, pianist Professor Joan Conway and soprano
Lecturer Laura Sutton Floyd, who will perform
“Recitativeand Aria ‘Ich bin allein’ (from Faust)” by
Louis Spohr during the Feb. 20 concert.

8 a.m.

weekdays. Tours and admissions interviews
are available.Appointments are recommended.
VisitationDays offer specific programs for prospective
students, including transfers,and high school juniors
and seniors. The programs show students and their
parents a typical day in the life of a Hope student. This
to 5 p.m.

Senior Day

11 a.m.-12:15 p.m. — Seminars
"Art and Artists: Collecting the Aesthetic Traditions of

The 199E-94

Monday-Friday — Semester examinations
6, Friday— Residence halls close at 5 p.m. for those
not participating in graduation
2-6,

Campus

"Expressions of Women in India"
— Dr. Boyd Wilson

infor-

the Knickerbocker,call (616)

Theatre

Music

"AIRSEDS: A Proof-of-ConceptTether Mission into the
Earth's Upper Atmosphere"
— Prof. Andrew Santangelo and students
12:30 p.m. — Luncheon
Featuring a student string quartet.

— MIAA Men's Basketball
Versus Kalamazoo College in the Holland Civic Center.
Admission to all Winter Happening events is free except for
the luncheon, which costs $7.50 per person and the basketball game. Admission to the game costs $4 for adults and $1
for students (a limited number of tickets will be availablefor
Winter Happening participantswho register ahead of time).
For additional information,please call the Office of Alumni and
3 p.m.

Public Relations at (616) 394-7860.

Great Performance Series — Friday and Saturday, Jan.
21-22: Michael Bashaw and the Bridge, Knickerbocker
Theatre, 8 p.m. Tickets cost $10 for senior citizens, $12.50
for other adults and $6 for students, and information concerning sale dates may be obtained by calling (616)
394-6996.
Paul Vondiziano, guitarist — Thursday, Jan. 27: Wichers
Auditorium of Nykerk Hall of Music, 8 p.m.
Vocal Recital — Friday, Jan. 28: Wichers Auditoriumof
Nykerk Hall of Music, 8 p.m. Featuring Beth Bauman '94
of Richboro, Pa., and Jennifer Chilcoat '94 of
Worthington,Ohio.
Faculty Recital Series — Sunday, Jan. 30: Wichers
Auditorium of Nykerk Hall of Music, 4 p.m.
Student Recital— Thursday, Feb. 10: Dimnent Memorial
Chapel, 7 p.m.
Great Performance Series — Monday, Feb. 14: The Belgian
Chamber Orchestra, Dimnent Memorial Chapel, 8 p.m.
Tickets cost $10 for senior citizens, $12.50 for other adults

and $6 for students, and informationconcerning sale
dates may be obtained by calling (616) 394-6996.
Faculty Recital Series — Sunday, Feb. 20: Wichers
Auditorium of Nykerk Hall of Music, 4 p.m.
Michael Coonrod — Thursday, Feb. 24: Dimnent Memorial
Chapel, 8 p.m.
Student Recital— Thursday, March 3: Wichers Auditorium
of Nykerk Hall of Music, 7 p.m.
Great Performance Series — Saturday,March 5: Graham
Scott, pianist, Dimnent Memorial Chapel, 8 p.m. Tickets
cost $10 for senior citizens, $12.50 for other adults and $6
for students, and information concerningsale dates may
be obtained by calling(616) 394-6996.
Hope College Orchestra Concert — Friday, March 11:
Dimnent Memorial Chapel, 8 p.m.
Faculty Recital Series — Sunday, March 13: Wichers
Auditorium of Nykerk Hall of Music, 4 p.m.
Chapel Choir Home Concert — Sunday, April 3: Dimnent
Memorial Chapel, 8 p.m.
Student Recital— Thursday, April 7: Dimnent Memorial

Alumni & Friends
Regional Events
San Francisco, Calif. — Wednesday, Feb. 16
Dinner with Dr. David Myers, the John Dirk Werkman
Professor of Psychology, who will discuss "The Pursuit
of Happiness:Who is Happy and Why."
Sarasota, Fla. — Tuesday, Feb. 22
Lunch with President John H. Jacobson and Robert
DeYoung '56, vice president for collegeadvancement,at
the Sara Bay Country Club.
Naples, Fla. — Thursday, Feb. 24
Lunch with President Jacobson and Robert DeYoung '56
at CountrysideCountry Club.
Musical Showcase Concert — Monday, April 11
At DeVos Hall in Grand Rapids, Mich.
Alumni Day — Saturday, May 7
Alumni Arts submission deadline — Monday, May 30
Tour of Greece — May 20-June 5
A tour of Greece and the Greek islands organized by
Provost Dr. Jacob Nyenhuis. Please see the story on page
eight for more or call the Provost's Office at (616) 394-7785.
Tour of Italy — June 10-27
Organized for Hope alumni and friendsby MTA Travel of
Holland, Mich. The tour costs $2,995 per person, and addi-

tional informationmay

calling

Annual Golf Outing— Monday, July 11
Holland Country Club
Ad Hoc II Reunion — Aug. 5-7
"Son of Ad Hoc.. .Ad Hoc II.. .wouldn'tyou?" Counterculture from the late '60s and early '70s returns to Hope for
a non-traditional reunion. For more information contact
Rich Williams, 1213 Princeton Drive, Albuquerque,

NM

87106. Phone: (505) 255-4304.

Community Day '94 — Saturday, Sept. 24
Homecoming '94 — Friday-Sunday,Oct. 14-16
For additionalinformationconcerning alumni events, please call
the Office of

Alumni and Public Relations

at (616) 394-7860.

Chapel, 7 p.m.

the house ofbernarda alba — April 15-16; 20-23
by Federico Garcia Lorca
Tickets cost $5 for regular adult admission,and $4 for senior cit-

Hope

College Musical Showcase — Monday, April 11:
DeVos Hall, Grand Rapids, 8 p.m. Ticket information may
be obtainedby calling the Office of Alumni and Public

Juried Student Show —

Relations at (616) 394-7860.

Bruce

made and additional
the Hope College Theatre

De Free Gallery

Ticket Office at (616) 394-7890 two weeks prior to the play's
opening.

—

After Perestroika:Kitchenmaids or Stateswomen — Feb.

TraditionalEvents
Baccalaureateand Commencement — Sunday, May 8

12-March 27
Admission to the gallery is free. The gallery'shours are:

Monday through

Instant Information

Women's League Annual Meeting — Thursday, March 10

Hope

Village Square — Wednesday, June 22

Activities Information — (616) 394-7863

Sports Hotline — (616) 394-7888

Thursday, 9 a.m. to 10 p.m.; Friday,9 a.m. to

The
McCombs's Marigold Lodge exhibition
may be obtained by calling the DePree Art Center at (616)
394-7500.
7

Women’s League For Hope

Through Dec. 17
of Marigold Lodge

McCombs: Watercolors
January, dates TBA

izens and students. Reservations may be

informationmay be obtained by calling

be obtained by

1-800-682-0086. See also the story on page 15.

p.m.; Saturday, 10 a.m. to 7 p.m.; and Sunday, 1-10 p.m.

dates of ProfessorBruce

NFHC December 1993
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The 1993 Christmas Vespers service will be featured on radio
and PBS television stations around the country.
Contact the station in your area for the day and time.
INDIANA

WNDT-FM

Boone— KFGQ-A M / FM
Des Moines — KDMI-FM
Mason City— KCMR-FM

KCUI-FM

Shenandoah— KYFR-AM
Sioux Center — KTSB-FM
Sioux Center — KDCR-FM
Spencer— KICD-AM
Goodland—

KGCR-FM

Orleans —

WSHO-AM

WLOB-AM

Florala-WKWL-AM
Huntsville—

WNDA-FM

WAFG

ARIZONA

Ft. Lauderdale—

Kissimmee — WFIV-FM
Marianna — WJNF-FM

Phoenix— KHEP-am
Phoenix— KRDS- AM / FM
Window Rock — KHAC-FM

GEORGIA

Yuma— KCFY-FM

CALIFORNIA
El Centro— KGBA-FM
Riverside— KSGN-FM

WGFS-AM
Falls— WRAF-FM

Adrian— WVAC-FM
Albion — WUFN-FM
Coldwater — WNWN-FM
Dearborn — WHFR-FM
Escanaba— WCHT-AM
Escanaba — WDBC-AM
Gaylord— WSNQ- AM
Grand Rapids — WFUR-FM
Grand Rapids — WCSG-FM
Grand Rapids — WBYY-AM

Covington —

Hillsdale— WCSR-AM/FM

Toccoa

HoUand— WHTC-AM

ILLINOIS
Carlinville —

Holland —

WIBI-FM

Ionia—

WJQ-AM

WION

KHAC-AM
Syracuse— WMHR-FM

Orleans— WLAE;
Dec. 25, 9 p.m. Central

WHIP-AM

MICHIGAN

Jefferson— WCVJ-FM
Springfield— WEEC-FM
Zanesville— WCVZ-FM

Alpena— WCML; Dec.

14, 10 p.m.
Cadillac— WCMV; Dec. 14, 10 p.m.
Detroit— WTVS; Dec. 24
Hint— WFUM; Dec. 20, 10 p.m.;
Dec. 25, 9 a.m.
Grand Rapids —

OREGON
WGRV-AM

WGVU

Kalamazoo— WGVK
(WGVU & WGVK: Dec. 13,

PENNSYLVANIA
Allentown —

WHOL-AM

DuBois— WDBA-FM
Wellsbor — WLIH-FM

p.m., Dec. 19, 2 p.m.;
Dec. 20, 10 p.m.; Dec. 24, 10 p.m.
Lansing—WKAR; Dec. 19, 3 p.m.;
Dec. 24
8

TEXAS
Bryan —

Hartford—WEDH
Haven — WEDY
Waterbury — WEDH

New

New

Gallup —

Winston —

Bethel— KYUK
CALIFORNIA
San Jose— KTEH
CONNECTICUT

LOUISIANA

NEW MEXICO
Mooresville —

MICHIGAN
Morrison— KWBI-FM
CONNECTICUT
Middletown— WIHS-FM
FLORIDA

ALASKA

Pompton Lakes — WKER-AM
Zarephath — WAWZ-FM

MAINE

ALABAMA

WSAE/FM

NEW JERSEY

LOUISIANA

Portland—

Waupun — WMRH-AM
Cheyenne— KSHY-AM

Twin Lake — WBLV-FM
West Bloomfield— WBLD-FM
Zeeland— WGNB-FM

Hopkinsville— WNKJ-FM
Wickliffe— WBCE-AM

COLORADO

TELEVISION

Pasco— KOLY-FM
Seattle—KNHC-FM

-WTGG/AM

KENTUCKY

RADIO

Sandusky— WMIC/WTGV-FM
South Haven— WCSY-AM/FM
Spring Arbor

KANSAS

New

WASHINGTON

Marquette —

IOWA

Pella—

WUPM-FM
WNMU-FM
Mason — WUNN-AM
Midland — WUGN-FM
Port Huron— WNFA-FM
Rogers City— WMLQ-FM
Ironwood —

Sullivan—

KAGC- A

M

Manistee —

VIRGINIA
Harrisonburg —

WCMW;

Dec.

14,

10

p.m.

Marquette—WNMU; Dec. 24, noon

WEMC-FM

WCMU;

Mt. Pleasant—
Dec. 14, 10 p.m.

Engineering physics
a national

model

The U.S. Department of
Education has awarded a
three-year, $205,800
grant for expansion of
the engineering physics

program

at

Hope.

The grant, which becomes effective
January 1, is one of only three in the field of
engineering funded

in 1993. The

Department of Education awarded the grant
to Hope so that the college’s engineering
physics program will become a national
model for other liberal arts colleges.
In operation for 15 years, Hope College's

engineering physics program

designed to
prepare students for direct entry into graduate schools of engineering upon completion
of a major at Hope.
"It is a unique program," said Dr. James
D. van Putten '55, project director and professor of physics. "It enables a student to
is

earn a liberal arts degree while preparing to

become

a professionalengineer."

According to Dr. van Putten, the
Department of Education'sexpectationis
that the nation's science-strong liberal arts
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colleges, such as

Hope, can become

a signif-

icant source of engineers with advanced
training in the same manner that they are a
significantsource of scientists.
Dr. van Putten noted that the need for
engineers with doctorates is indicated by
the fact that last year fewer than than 48
percent of all doctoratesin engineering
awarded in the United States were earned
by U.S. citizens. The expansion of Hope's
engineering physics program, he said, is
designed specificallyto provide a solution
to the national problem.
One of the primary activitiesthe grant
supports is initiating an additional studentfacultyresearch projectin engineering.
'This will enable additional undergraduate engineering physics majors to work on

important engineeringprojects while they
are still undergraduates,"Dr. van Putten
said. "Colleges such as Hope have found
that research experiences are a strong moti-

vator for students to continue their
education at the graduate level."
Additional activities made possible by the
grant will include expansionof the

number

Hope and
the developmentof engineering courses
which can be taught at liberal arts colleges.**^

of engineering courses availableat

Nykerk fun
The

college’s Nykerk

Cup

competition, a venerable
Hope tradition,returned for a
58th year on Saturday, Nov. 6.

mores ('96) won this year's event, held
the Holland Civic Center.

in

The Nykerk Cup competitionis
named in honor of the originator of the
program, John Nykerk, a professor,
college dean and founder of the college's

The competitionpits members of the
freshman and sophomore classes against
one another in a triad of song, dramatic
presentationand oration. The sopho-

department of music. Continuously
staged before a large audience,Nykerk
is held in conjunction with Parents'
Weekend at Hope.

News

Faculty

Political scientist receives
Dr. Robert Elder, professor of political science, has
teaching and
conducting research in
Sri Lanka through a
prestigious Fulbright grant.
spent the

fall

Dr. Elder is conducting research in

tion administration

and

political ideology in Sri

popula-

the psychology of

Lanka and India. He

is collaborating with Dr. John Raja,

who

chairs the department of economics at
Bishop Heber College in Tamilnadu, India,
and Dr. Vimla Agarwal, former chair of the

Faculty
CHRISTOPHER

C.

department of psychology at the University
of Luknow in Lucknow, Uttar Pradesh,
India. He is also lecturing throughoutSouth
Asia as arranged by the Fulbright Program
and the United States Information Agency.
Dr. Elder also spent the spring of 1993
teaching in South Asia, which along with the
Fulbright marks a return to academic roots.
He is a trained South Asianist,and his first
book, which formed the basis of his doctoral
dissertation,was Development Administration

as his most recent research in psychology

in a North Indian State: The Family Planning

other countries."

Program in Uttar Pradesh.

Under the Fulbright Program, some
5,000 grants are awarded each year to

His work in the interim has included

Undergraduates (NSF-REU)

Biological

researchers to individual scientists who hold

NSF

research grants through the REU
Supplement program and to research institutions through the REU Site program.
The Site Directors'meeting was organized
to allow the directorsa chance to share infor-

mation on their programs, to evaluate the
success of the REU program and to make recommendations to NSF for program changes,
and to establisha network to allow further

1993-94 academic year under the Fulbright
Program. Established in 1946 under
Congressional legislation introduced by
former Senator J. William Fulbright of
Arkansas, the program is designed "to
increase mutual understandingbetween the
people of the United States and the people of

American students,

and foreign policy moods, and co-authoring
a textbook on American government as well

to study, teach and conduct research
around the world, and to foreign nationals

teachers

and

scholars

to engage in similar activities in the United
States. Individualsare selectedon the
basis of academic and professional qualifications, plus their ability and willingness
to share ideas and experiences with people
of diverse cultures.

The program

is

administeredby the U.S.

Information Agency under policy guidelines
establishedby the presidentiallyappointed

J.

William Fulbright Foreign Scholarship
Board and in cooperation with a number of
private organizations. Scholarships are
awarded through open competition,with
final selections made by the Foreign
Scholarship Board. A total of 35 foreign gov-

ernments share in the funding of

the

exchanges.

work, recently surveyed the directors
and board members of 27 non-profit agencies that receive funding from the Greater
social

Recording released
MIHAI CRAIOVEANU of
faculty

and

his wife

the music

violins.

Released earlier this fall, the cassette
includes Leclair's"Sonata in A Major for

Two

Violins, Op. 3, No. 2," Mozart's

in F Major, for

Two

"Duo

Violins, Op. 70, No. 2,"

Mazas's "Duo in F Major for Two Violins,
Op. 39, No. 3" and Paganini's "Six
Preludes for Two Violins." Cassette copies

are available for $9.95 in the college's

Hope-GenevaBookstore.
"Some of these pieces, like Paganini's
'Six Preludes for Two Violins,' have rarely,

leaders of

will be a valuable educational resource."

if

ever, been

on campus in October for
the Reformed Church in America

(RCA).

Time:

Building the

for the 21st Century," the conference

shared the results of a study the two sociologists have been conductingof the RCA for
the past year-and-a-half. Approximately50
denominationalleaders from throughoutthe
United States and Canada participated.
The participantsincludedrepresentatives
from each of the denomination's eight
regional Particular Synods; the three
RCA-affiliatedcolleges (Hope, Central in
Pella, Iowa, and Northwestern in Orange
City, Iowa); the denomination's minority
and women's councils;the RCA's seminaries
(Western Theological Seminary in Holland
and New Brunswick Theological Seminary
in New Jersey); and others.
Dr. Luidens is a professor of sociology and
chairperson of the department, and Dr.

an associate professor of sociolo-

They have been conductingmembership
studies throughout the RCA since 1976.
Their current project and the conference
have received support from the Lilly

that

many

Founded in 1983 while the Craioveanus
were pursuing post-graduatestudies in
London, England, "The Stradivari Duo"
has performed in Europe and the United
States. This summer the Duo performed
on the Judson Manor Concert Series in
Cleveland, Ohio, and "The StradivariDuo"
has also been featured on Robert Schuller's

Hour

Power at the Crystal Cathedralin
California. Deborah and Mihai Craioveanu
have been described in the press as
of

Endowment of

Nemeth have

also looked

at church stezuardship.Please see the story on

page 12.)

BRUCE MCCOMBS,
recently had his

"playing gloriouslytogether."
Dr. Mihai Craioveanu,who is a native

Hope faculty in
1992. During the summer of

of Romania, joined the

1993 he performed as soloist with the
National PhilharmonicOrchestra of
Moldova at the American-Romanian
InternationalCongress of Arts and
Sciences, which this year took place in the
Republic of Moldova. He was also a

member on

the jury for the National

Violin Competition in Romania, vk

quently traveling throughoutNew

Indianapolis,Ind.

(Dr. Luidens and Dr.

Mihai & Deborah Craioveanu

the fall of

professor of

work included in

art,

has

several

exhibitions.

The exhibitionsinclude "Architecture
in Contemporary Printmaking,"to be
held jointly at the Boston Architectural

Center and the University of New
Hampshire, with the exhibition subse-

England for two years; "Festival '93,"
held at the Grand Rapids Art Museum;
and the Holland Area Arts Council's
"Michigan Competitive Exhibition."
In addition, he was also invited to participate in the '"94 InternationalPrint Triennial"

of Cracow, Poland, and the
International Biennial Print

"6th

and Drawing

Exhibition" of Taipei,Taiwan, R.O.C.

DEBORAH WEISS
an

'75

this

summer, the projectexamined the agencies'
organizational well-beingthrough 11 functions, including mission, board/staff
relationships,fiscal management, fundraising/and programs and services.
Patricia Grace, executive director of the
Greater Holland United Way, believes the
study is having a positive impact on the
organization and the agencies it funds by
providinginsights for future action.
"I see benefits in two areas," Grace said.
"One is to ourselves. The Greater Holland
United Way went through the study as an
agency, and it gave us some really good
ideas as to where we want to go in terms of
board development— some areas we want
to focus on in training and orientation for
our own board members."
"The other part of it is that, as we see our
role as building capacity within the agencies that we fund, it gave us some clues
concerning where we might spend some
money and link up some volunteer
resources for the agencies themselves," she

Deborah Lindner

a conference held

DONALD LUIDENS '69 AND ROGER
NEMETH of the sociology facultyorganized

Holland United Way. Completed

Craioveanuare featured as "The Stradivari
Duo" in a recordingof works for two

been

interaction.

gy.

the select number of

investigationsin classifyingU.S. presidents

recorded.There also haven't
recordings made of music
for two violins," said Dr. Mihai Craioveanu, who is an associate professor of
violin/ viola. "I hope that people will enjoy
listeningto our recording, and also that it

is

among

senior scholars traveling abroad during the

National

SciencesSite Directors' Meeting, held in
Washington, D.C., on Thursday and Friday,
Aug. 12-13.
The meeting gathered 57 scientistswho
direct undergraduate research programs in
the biological sciences that are funded by
grants from the REU program. The
NSF-REU program, now in its seventh year,
provides funding for undergraduatestudent

Nemeth

Dr. Elder is

political ideology.

BARNEY, professor

Science FoundationResearch Experiences for

Titled "For the Near

determinantsof

Kudos

of biology, was co-chair of the first

Church

Fulbright

STURTEVANT,

assistant professor of sociology and

said.

DONALD WILLIAMS,

professor of

chemistry, continuesto tour and speak as
an authority on nuclear waste issues.

In September he presented a paper
during "Global '93," an international conference and technology exhibit on future
nuclear systems, which was held in Seattle,
Wash. The conferencewas organized by
the American Nuclear Society, the U.S.
Departmentof Energy and other professional engineeringsocieties,and featured
200 papers. Dr. Williamspresented"Public
Attitudes about Nuclear Waste Issues and
How They Are Changing."
He was a keynote speaker during the
annual convention of the Nevada School
AdministratorsAssociation on Nov. 4. He
spoke about the success of Hope's course on
"The Chemistry of Radioactive Waste" and
the need for good, objective education on
energy issues.
He was also interviewedby USA Radio
while in Nevada, and on Nov. 18 was interviewed by Business News Radio.
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Alumni Profile

By Greg Olgers '87

Reach for
the stars
Our past experiences seem
such a solid part of our lives,
yet how fragile is the continuity
that binds them.
When examining our victoriesand defeats, many of us
might identify small, early moments that were pivotal in
determiningall the events that followed. They may even be
disarminglytrivial, or seem disquietingly chancy: If I had
worn blue instead of gray during my first day in eighth
grade, my life would have been completelydifferent.
Kathy Kaehler '85 of Beverly Hills, Calif., can appreciate
the difference that such moments can make. Perhaps you
read the article in USA Today (or Entertainment Weekly, or
TV Guide, or Family Circle...)about Kaehler's work as a personal trainer for celebrities; or have seen her on
Entertainment Tonight- or purchased her celebrity-studded
fitness video.

She can pinpoint one of those life-changinghappenwhere she is today. It was an
off-hand conversationin the college's Dow Center when
she was a Hope senior in May of 1985, the last day before
stances that led her to

Commencement Weekend.
was leaving and walking out of the P.E. department,
I ran into the soccer coach and he asked me where I
was going," Kaehler said. A physical education major who
minored in dance, Kaehler had vague notions of either
working with her minor in New York City or finding any
sort of employmentin Denver, Colo., where the person she
was seeing was headed.
"He said, 'Well, if you're going to Denver and you want
to continue with P.E., you might want to consider this,'and
he handed me informationfrom Coors about an internship," she said. "When I decided I was going to Denver, I
called those people up, they interviewedme and 1 got the
"I

when

job."

was in the right place at the right time," Kaehler said.
Indeed. Although hard work helped her make the most
"1

of the opportunity.

Her

fitness /training internship led to a job at a health

club in Colorado. Kaehler's supervisor at the club eventu-

Fonda's fitness empire — and when
Fonda was establishing a private spa in Santa Barbara,
Calif., he nominated Kaehler as the right person to direct
the new program.
Local zoning problems eventually shut the spa down,
but not before Kaehler had developed contacts with celebrities such as Melanie Griffith.Now committed to a career as
ally left to oversee Jane

a personal trainer, she built a client list that today includes

Michelle Pfeiffer,Candice Bergen, Bonnie Raitt, Farrah
Fawcett, Mike Myers and a score of other celebrities.

January saw the release of her home video. The Kathy

^ It’s

okay not to have

your plan exactly right
as a freshman,

things definitely

—

because
change.”

Kathy Kaehler ’85
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A physical education major and willingnessto try something different ultimately led Kathy Kaehler ’85 to a career
as a personal trainer for celebrity clients in Hollywood, Calif. She has her own fitness video, The Kathy Kaehler
Fitness System, which stars six of her well-known clients. From left to right are Justine Bateman, Tawny Kitaen,
Kaehler, Jami Gertz, Beverly D’Angelo, Penelope Ann Miller and Julianne Phillips.

Kaehler Fitness System (Columbia TriStar, $16.95). The video

Kaehler's "routine" sounds anything but. Does she find her

includesstep aerobics for all levels, segments on other
training, and tips on motivation,nutrition and how to
maintainan all-around fitness lifestyle.
Her conversation at Hope helped set her on the path, but
she admits that how she came to the college from Troy,
Mich., was not exactly an Admissions Office dream scenario. Not knowing where she wanted to go after high
school, she spent a week traveling with her parents, investigating the options.By the time they reached Hope, their
final stop, she was so worn out she didn't even get out of

clients' celebrityover-awing?

the car.

"My mother went

in; she

looked around; she got some

information; said it was beautiful, just lovely, blah, blah,
it," she said. "We went home."
had another month until I had to make a decision on
something, but I spent it moving towards nowhere,"
Kaehler said. "On about the last day, my mother finally
said, 'Look, you have got to make a decision here.' And I
said, 'Well, I saw the other ones. 1 didn't see Hope. So let's
go to Hope."'
The good news, fortunately, is that the decision turned
out to be the right one. "I ended up staying straight
through four years. I didn't even go home in the summer,"
she said. "So it was great and I loved it."
Her routine today is vigorous. "Typically I start at 6:30
a.m. or 7 a.m.," she notes, and works well into the evening.
She sees about seven clients per day, working with them at
their homes and at times that their hectic schedules can

blah and that was
"I

studio.
accommodate.She

also teaches classes in her Beverly Hills
i

With a single day including (for example) appointments
with celebritiessuch as Pfeiffer(who Kaehler helped get
into shape for Batman Returns),Meg Ryan, Bergen, Tawny
Kitaen, Carrie Fisher, Julianne Phillips and Jami Gertz,

Not

really, Kaehler notes, although she is careful to

that she appreciates the

What working

unique character of her

add

client base.

closely with her celebrityclients has taught

her, she explains, is that they are

simply people who are a

bit better known than the rest of us.

Kaehler also wonders if her first encounter with Fonda
might have helped inure her to future celebrityshock.
"She was the first celebritythat I had ever met," Kaehler
said. "She's an incredible actress and celebrity, and at the
same time she's such a pioneer in my field."
"I was embarrassed even to open my mouth because I
didn't know if there was going to be anything there."
"That was the first and only person that I ever got really
star struck by," Kaehler said. "She, I think, did it. You meet
the biggest one of all and it takes it all away."
Upon considering her college days and the last-minute
encounter that changed her life, Kaehler has found a moral
that she hopes will help others who are as uncertain about
the future as she once was.
"Everyone asks you 'What are you majoring in?'; 'What
are you majoringin?'; 'What are you going to do?' And it's
frightening always to have to say, 'Well, I don't know/" she
said. "But it's really okay. I would bet a lot of people end
up' not doing what they thought they were going to do
when they were in school."
"I'm a perfect example of that," Kaehler said. "I had no
idea — I really didn't,even until the very end. And even at
that time I didn't think I was going to be a personal trainer."
"So it's okay not to have your plan exactly right as a
freshman, because things definitely change and you are
approached in many differentways as life goes on."
Sometimes, Kaehler has found, opportunityreally is just
around the next corner. Even if you don't expect it.

Campus Notes
mainland, as well as the islands of Crete,
Santorini, Rhodes, Cos and Patmos.
"The tour will be a combinationof focus

HOPE SELECTED: Hope

College is
one of only 105 postsecondary schools
nationwide selected for the new Federal
Direct Student Loan Program (FDSLP),
U.S. Secretary of Education Richard W.
Riley announced on Monday, Nov. 15.
More than 1,100 schools applied to par-

on classical antiquity,the rise of Christianity
in Greece and modem culture," said Dr.

Nyenhuis,who is also a professor of classics.
Dr. Nyenhuis and his wife Leona Nyenhuis
'93 will lead the tour, which will be limited to

ticipate in the first year.

Under the FDSLP, which

16 participants.

be in
effect beginning with the 1994-95 academic year, the federal government will
will

Dr. Nyenhuis conducted alumni tours of
Greece in 1983, 1985 and 1988. He has also
led several student tours of the area.

provide loans directly to students through
schools rather than through private
lenders, as in the Federal Family Education

Additional information

by

(Editor's Note:

is

ADMISSIONS ADDITIONS: Jeorge

Nykamp

Ross

'80 of Fennville, Mich., received

Hope

the

chase for our students," said Phyllis Kleder
73 Hooyman, director of financial aid at

annual "Hope for Humanity" award during
the group's annual Homecoming luncheon

Hope. "We commend both

on Saturday, Oct. 23.

to create a simple

and

easily understood

loan process."

DEDICATED HARP: A

Parents'

Weekend Orchestra and Wind Ensemble
concert at Hope on Friday, Nov. 5, included the dedicationof a full-sized concert
harp donated by brothers Alfred Coe of
South Haven, Mich., and Robert Coe of
Indiana.
The Wurlitzer Concert Harp was played

by the Coes' mother, Dorothy Coates, who
was a professional harpist,according to Dr.
Robert Ritsema '57, who is professorof
music, chairpersonof the department and
also director of the Orchestra. A son of
Alfred Coe, Jonathan, is a 1989 Hope graduate who sang in the Chapel Choir.
Dr. Ritsema said that the harp is an
important addition to department of music.
"The college has never owned a harp
before," Dr. Ritsema said. "It was the one
instrumenton my 'wish lisF for years and
years."
Dr. Ritsema noted, however, that the high

had made it impossible for the
department of music to purchaseone.

cost of harps

RARE BIBLE:

Dr. Everett Welmers '32

of Los Angeles, Calif., has

presentedHope

with the MammotrectusSuper

Bibliam, a

Bible dated 1476.

The Latin-language book

volume in the

The award

recog-

nizes Hope athlete
alumni for service to
others and consistency of commitment.
"I've observed that

Ross just embodies
the ideals of the
'Hope

for

Humanity'

award: through his
commitment to God,
community and by
giving back in many ways in an unselfish
manner," said Jon Weston '89 of Zeeland,
Mich., who nominated Nykamp and prehis involvement in the

sented the

award.

differentthings that

"I could list 1,500
he's involved in, and he

Nykamp was
football

and

a multiple letter winner in

baseball at

Hope. He was

captain of the footballteam and was

work and a good example of printing as
art," said David Jensen, director of
libraries at Hope.
The Mammotrectus Super Bibliam has
227-228 leaves, and features Gothic letters,
double columns, and ornamental initials
painted by hand in red and blue alternately. At the end are the records of the
Rectors of St. Remigius from about 1449 to
1568, the earliest written in about 1500.
The Bible was printed in Venice, Italy. It
belonged, from the 15th century,to the
Florentine Church of St. Remigius in Italy.
The Mammotrectus Super Bibliam joins a
variety of other valuable books given to
Hope by Dr. Welmers.

FELLOW FELLOWSHIP: Hope's
selectionas one of 20 institutions to receive a
Lila Wallace-Reader's
Digest Writing Fellow
in 1992-93 has

named

Conference team his senior year.
He is currently a businessdevelopment
officer with First Michigan Bank in Zeeland,
a position he has held the past two years.
He previously spent nine years as vice president of the Flolland Area Chamber of
Commerce, and was also a forecast analyst
with Amway Corporation in Ada. He is
also active in the community, a member of
numerous local boards as well as an active
volunteer for several area fund-raising
campaigns.
to the All

reaped additional benefits.

The program sends noted authors to small
colleges to stimulate greater understanding

and appreciation of the use of languageas a
means of expressionand communication
and, through interaction with the best of
contemporary writers,to broaden the audience for American literature. The program is
administered by the Woodrow Wilson
National Fellowship Foundation.
Ellen Bryant Voigt, who spent two weeks
on campus during the spring, returned as a
writer-in-residenceOct. 24-31. Poet,
teacher and founder of the Warren Wilson
Program for Creative Writing, she conducted workshops, visited classes and worked in
individual conferences with Hope creative
writers.

"HOME IMPROVEMENT": Fans of
the

gives 100 percent to everything."

ABC

sitcom Home Improvement probably

enjoy Al, Tim Allen's assistantduring the
show's Tool Time.
Al is portrayed
by Richard Karn.
For Hope Summer
Repertory Theatre
(HSRT) patrons
with good memories, Kam's face and

name may

be famil-

He was

iar.

with

HSRT during

the

summer seasons, a connection noted in a Gannett News Service
article that appeared in newspapers around
1983 and 1987

the country earlier this

is the oldest

college's Rare Book

Collection. "It's really a very nice piece of

8

College

Alumni H-Club's fourth

inating a frustrating and confusing paper

the administration and the Congress for this initiative

— a June 10-27
Hope

Fierro and Carol Fritz both joined the admis-

"HOPE FOR HUMANITY":

one step toward elim-

tour

family. Please see the story on page 15 for more.)

the Michigan Instituteof

"Direct lending

Travel Inc. is organiz-

tour of Italy and Sicily for members of the

Western Michigan Universityin
Belleville.

MTA

ing its third annual Hope

through the sale of government securities.
Hope was one of 24 private schools, and
also one of four institutionsfrom
Michigan, selected. The other Michigan
schools that will be participating are the
University of Michigan in Ann Arbor,

Aeronauticsin

obtained

394-7785.

Loan Program (FFELP). Loan capital is
raised by the U.S. Treasury Department

Kalamazoo and

may be

calling the Provost's Office at (616)

HOMELESS HELP:

fall.

Nearly 100 Hope

The

article also said that a director with

students slept in the Pine Grove on
Wednesday,Sept. 22, to help raise money

whom

Karn worked while with HSRT led

homeless.
The students obtained sponsorsfor their
night outside. The "Sleepout for the
Homeless" raised $1,000 for Heartside
Ministriesof Grand Rapids, Mich.
What began as a warm and pleasant
evening transformedin the wee hours into a
chill and rainy one. Not that the weather
deterred most of the participants,according
to Chaplain Gerard Van Heest '49.
"We had a little exodus in the middle of
the night because of the rain," he said.
"We also had a surprising number of stubborn students who would not let that
move them."

Hampshire, which in turn put him in touch
with the future executive producers of
Home Improvement.
The Gannett News Service article that
shared the story had its own Hope connections. It was written by Jim McFarlin 74 of
Detroit, Mich.

for the

him

to a playwrights'conferencein

New

GREEK TOUR:

For a fourth time,
is organizing
an alumni tour of Greece and the Greek

sions staff at Hope College during the
summer.
Fierro is an assistantdirector for admissions; Fritz is an admissions counselor.

They

are responsible for identified territories as

well as numerous admissions recruitment
programs.

SHOW MUST GO ON:

THE

Having

the female lead in the musical Evita come
down with laryngitis is a problem. The char-

Eva Peron

acter of

on

is

stage about 80

percent of the time.

—

However, when Hope College's "Eva"
freshman Elisabeth Owens of Mason,
Mich. — lost her voice with three perfor-

mances to go, the department of theatre
found a way to make the play work:
lip-synching.

Owens lost her voice following the
Wednesday, Nov. 17, performance.With the
play a sell-out, however, the departmentwas
loathe to cancel, according to John Tammi,
professor of theatre. Neither was rescheduling a viable option. The play involved about
70 cast and crew, including a 13-piece orchestra,

and

the subsequent

weekends were busy

with holidays and other campus events.
So, an alternativewas sought.

At 4 p.m. Thursday, Professor Tammi
who had portrayed
Eva Peron in Grand Rapids. Wagner was
reached Kathy Wagner,

willing to sing at the side of the stage — proa voice for Owens, who would stay in
her role. Although the notice was short,
Wagner came to an impromptu rehearsal at
6:30 p.m. and was ready for the 8. p.m. show.
"Until 4 p.m. I thought we were going to
cancel the performance,"Professor Tammi
said. 'The whole thing was so easy once I

viding

reached her."
Professor Tammi was impressedwith the

Wagner's and Owens's collaboration.'They
were so in synch that they really breathed
together," he said. Because all the actors
wore microphones, he noted, Wagner's
voice also didn't

seem

strangely

removed

from Owens's presence on stage.

The arrangement continued on Friday
with sophomore Renae Geerlings of Zeeland,
Mich., doing the singing. Owens was able to
sing on her

own

on Saturday.

And

Professor Tammi believes that
Saturday's closing performance was the

Provost Dr. Jacob E. Nyenhuis

better for it all.

islands.
The tour will run

"She was able, on those two nights, to
concentrate on her acting," he said.
"Saturdaywhen she went back in she was
richer for that experience,and did an
incredible performance."uk

May 20 to June 5, and
will include Athens, Delphi, Corinth,
Mycenae, Epidauros and Nauplia on the
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Laboratory models molecules
therefore easier for students to learn.

Through a new
computer laboratory,

"Because of the development of powerful visualizationtools in recent years,
computationalchemistryhas undergone a

chemistry students at
Hope can “see”
molecules and watch

them

react.

The college's new Computational
Chemistry Laboratorywas installedearlier
this summer. Hope is one of only two or
three four-yearcolleges in the country to
have one, according to Dr. William
Mungall, laboratory co-director and a professor of chemistry.
In the laboratory, students can observe
computer-generatedmodels of objects and
processes too small and fast to view otherwise. They can study the shapes of
molecules, rotate the molecules on-screen,
and explore the likely outcomes of proposed experiments— watching the
"molecule's"shape change as the process
occurs. Special 3-D glasses even make it
possible to see the images not as drawings
on a flat surface, but as three-dimensional
objects that

seem

to float inside the

com-

puter monitor.
In addition, users

who

still require the

numeric data representedby the images
can obtain

it

as well.

Technological improvements have

meant

a revolution for computationalchemistry,

branch of chemistrythat is interestedin
modeling such processes, accordingto Dr.
Mungall and co-director Dr. William Polik.
A major advantage of the new visual
approach, they note, is that it makes the
ideas recorded in computational chemistry's data easier to understand— and
the

Reasons
new

it

such laboratoriesare generally used only in
research, and then typicallyonly at univer-

The Hope laboratory,
however, is primarily an instructionaltool
and will be integrated into a variety of the

sities or in industry.

college'schemistry courses.

Each year approximately100 Hope
chemistrystudents will work with the laboratory as a component of classes in
organic, physical, advanced, inorganic and
biochemistry.Students and professors
conducting research will also be able to use
the laboratory.

Located in the Peale Science Center, the
laboratory consists of 15 Macintosh

oriented research project
at Hope is considering

how

to predict whether
or not an elderly person
is likely to fall.

project

was supported through

of the

new

Laboratory Improvementprogram and an
amount of funding from Hope.

equal

to use a fall-provoking task to assess

their risk of falling."

"Our hypothesis

is that the clinician

project, according to
is

to

Enabling students and faculty to examine and manipulate representations of
molecules is a strength of the college’snew computational chemistry laboratory.
Pictured is tin(IV) mesitylthiolate,created at Hope as a precursor to the
photoconductortin sulfide.Photoconductorscan act as light sensors and can be
used to automaticallysense when to turn lights on and off, or when to change the
channel on a television set because of a signal from a remote control.

determine if

tests will help

clinicians anticipate their patients' likeliof falling involuntarily.

"In other words, is it appropriatefor a

a subject to do something — like 'Take a step as quickly as you
can' — and then use that information to
clinician to ask

assess their risk of falling?," said Dr.
Luchies, who is an assistant professor of
engineering at Hope. "Or, does a clinician
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outside stimulus, such as a slight pull at the

Putten is designing laboratory electronics

waist.

and developing analysis software for

Three age groups are being tested: 20-29;

the

project.

really has to do the latter to assess how well

60-75; and 75-85. A total of 24 in each age

a person can regain their balance once

group, with equal numbers of both genders,

nursing programs are also activelyinvolved

are being tested. Safety harnesses and other

in the research.Dr, Luchies noted.

it's

lost," he said.

"What we hope

will happen is that our

findings can be used to develop better clinical evaluation tests to identify those at risk

voluntaryresponsesduring
hood

a $45,812

grant from the National Science
Foundation's Instrumentation and

of falling,"Dr. Luchies said.

The goal

work
The

stations tied into a master computer.

for falls targeted

clinically-

director Dr. Carl Luchies,

is

assistant professor of chemistry.
"Whereas computational chemists in the
past viewed their results as pages and
pages of numeric output, nowadays we can
construct a picture on the computer screen
which describes the resultsin a much more
intuitivefashion. As they say, a picture is
worth a thousand words — or a thousand
numbers in this case."
"We feel that computationalchemistryis
a very importantdevelopingfield in chemistry," Dr. Mungall said. "Students need to
be exposed to — to learn what it can do
and how to use computational techniques
to solve problems."
Dr. Mungall and Dr. Polik noted that

have

A

who

key transformation," said Dr. Polik,

an

hoping

to

make

He

is also

contact with physicians or

cliniciansin West Michigan

who

are inter-

ested in the research.

The new project is evaluating three types
The first task, which accordingto
Luchies has been used to assess the risk of

of tasks.

falling

among

the elderly,directs a subject

to push a button as fast as possible

when

given a visual cue. The second task requires
the subject to step voluntarily as fast as possible

when given the same cue. The

third

task measures each subject'sresponse to an

precautions help insure that no injuries
occur during testing.
The project, which began in August, is
the second at Hope concerned with falls
among the elderly. The first, which started
January 1, is exploringthe causes of falls
from an engineering perspective.
In addition to Dr. Luchies,
participating in the

new

Hope

faculty

project are Alice

Briggs, assistant professor of nursing,

and

Students in both the engineering and

The work

is

being conducted in the

col-

lege's biomechanics research laboratory.

The laboratory, which became operational
during the fall of 1992, is the only one of its
kind in western Michigan, accordingto Dr.
Luchies. Presently the laboratory can
measure body motions, muscle activities
and how each foot pushes on the floor.
The new project is being supported
through a $103,609 Academic Research

Dr. James van Putten Jr. '55, professor of

Enhancement Award (AREA) from

physics. Professor Briggs

National Institute of Aging of the National

is

responsible for

the recruiting, screening and physical
assessment of the subjects tested, and is
exploring the relationship between hardiness and balance performance.Dr. van

Institutes of

Health. It

is

the

also using equip-

ment provided by The

Whitaker

Foundation of Mechanicsburg, Pa., for the
other falling-relatedproject.

Hope Profiles

By Eva Dean Folkert ’83

Stories of faith

and courage
figure I'm good," says Klein, the son of

Chris Klein knows that

when people

look

Peter and Ruth Klein of Lombard,

— no,
they

usually stare — at him,
feel sorry for him.

It's

and

the five posters of His Aimess that blanket
his walls, Klein also displays his

of life, truths that are much,
But Klein doesn't want that.

111.

the youngest of five children.
In his dorm room, intermingledamong

philosophy

much

loftier

than Jordan's verticalleap. They say things
like: "Accept the challenges so that you can

a waste

of their time. Save

your pity, he would say,
someone who needs it.
Klein has cerebralpalsy, a disability
which results from damage to the brain and
causes spastic muscle incoordinationand
speech disturbances.He has no fine motor
use in his hands; he cannot write with a

feel the exhilaration of victory/' "All things

for

are possible to him who believes. Mark
9:23,-"and "I believe in the power of prayer,
especiallythe night before a test."

"God has a reason for me being this
way," says Klein who hopes to work in

pencil or feed himself.

sports publicity after graduation.

skills

"He has such faith," says Heisler. "He is
very positive in everything.He knows he
has a mission, and he knows God will help
him carry it out."
The mission?"To educate (others)about
people with disabilities," says Klein
without hesitation.
And here is what Klein teaches in his
bold lessons. Take notes. A person with a
disability can have a sense of humor
(Klein's is abundant and often self-deprecating). They can be competitive (he hates
to lose) and have many friends (even if he
beats them regularly in John Madden
All-Star Football). But most of all, despite
society's tendenciesto view them as sad
sacks, people with disabilities can be
happy.
ChristopherJ. Klein has a good handle
on happiness.

And the gross motor
in his legs are underdeveloped;

walking is

and can be dangerous if he
falls, so he uses a motorized wheelchair.
But this is a guy who has been mountain
climbingand rappelling; who flies over the
waves of Lake Michigan on a Sea-Doo; who
is now a sophomore at Hope College with a
solid grade point average. This is a guy
with fanatical devotion to most any
Chicago team — especially the Bulls and
former star Michael Jordan — and can quote
you any statistic worthy of memorization.
Mostly, this is a guy who shows and says by
example, "I'm no differentthan you really.
I may not be able to walk or talk, but what's
the big deal. I'll bet you can't play Sega
Genesis with your left foot either."
"People think I'm so amazing because I
can do so much," says Klein who "talks" by
tiring

typing with the big toe on his

Most

left

foot into a

people hope to

have, pray to find within
them a chamber of
strength so potent it can
help them overcome any
dramatic problem that

may

fall like an irritating
obstacle on their path
through life.
Though they may

not be too sure where

to locate it — whether in the heart or in the

— they just hope, and pray, that that
chamber is indeed there.
GeoffreyB. Stewart '76 found his, and it
is indeed there. He found two, in fact — one
in his heart and one in his soul. He needed
soul

The proverbial picture of perfect health,
as well as a multi-sport athlete, Stewart

was

diagnosed with acute leukemia in March,
1992. In a man who had never missed a day
of school or afternoon of practice as a high
school teacher and head football coach in
Big Rapids, Mich., the initial shock had
hardly subsided before Stewart began
chemotherapy.It was then, through the
sickness and exhaustionthat is married to
chemo treatments, that he found the
chamber of strength in his heart.
Six months later, though, Stewart needed
the second set of keys to the one in his soul.
Following his season-opening football

Da

see he's quite a joy.

delightful

September night,

.

.quite a joy," says Jackie

Heisler, the director of Hope's

Academic

Support Center. She coordinatesKlein's
academic test-taking with his professors as
well as notetakers in his classes. "And he is
a 'normal' Hope student. He stays up too
late; he puts things off; he likes junk food; he
goes to Hope's sports events."
And he plays video games. A lot of
video games.
"Only a couple of guys can beat me and
consideringthey play with their hands, I

^

Stewart was watching game films at home
when he collapsed. His assistant coaches
helped him to his room and put him to bed,
thinking only that fatigue had set in. A short
while later when Stewart tried to return to
his feet, he found he could not walk, collapsing again. At the age of 38, Stewart had
suffered a cerebral vascular accident, or a
massive stroke in the right side of his brain
that paralyzedthe left side of his body.
The early prognosis was not good. For
more than a month Stewart lay in a
semi-comatose state in a hospital in Grand
Rapids, Mich., unable to talk and — most
unlike the former Prater master critic whose
life was ripe with enthusiasm and humor
unable to smile. Doctors said he would not
be able to walk or talk again, much less teach

—

or coach.
If he could have, Stewart would have
laughed in their faces. Well, in fact, he has.
After three

both.

game on a

portable keyboard that not only displays
his words but speaks them for him as well.
"But when you live with a disability,you
adapt to your surroundings,and it's really
not that bad."
"Chris is unique because he has cerebral
palsy, and he is unique because he's such a
nice person. Once you get to know him, you

months of

intensive rehabilita-

tion, he left the hospital in January,1993,

and was back teaching

in

March. He has not

missed a day since. And
Cardinal football team went

this fall his
7-2, his best

record since 1985.
"If God didn't have a plan for me, 1
would have died of leukemia," says Stewart,
who now takes oral chemotherapy to keep
his cancer in remission. "A lot of people
were praying for me. I pray a lot more now
than 1 used to. And I would be nowhere
without Anne."
Stewart may have found tremendous
strength within, but Anne Colyer '75
Stewart was his pillar of strength on the
outside. Though more than 200 cards

flooded their home after his leukemia was
diagnosed,and many contacts of personal
support uplifted the family during Jeff's
hospitalizationwith the stroke, it was
Anne's own reserve of fortitude that
enveloped her husband and their three children — Edward, 13, and twins, Brian and
Joanne, 10.
"Typically, stroke victims don't realize

how badly they've been paralyzed,"says
Anne, "and I remember thinking, 'I dread
the day it hits him.' But it never really hit
him. He never thought it was that bad.

Because

you

he can't do someit anyway.'"
"When bad stuff happens, you don't just
sit around and mope. You say you can overcome it," says Jeff, who now walks with a
cane and still can't bend his left knee or arm
or fingers."I remember the cancer ward,
and there were people a lot worse off than
me. Some of them are dead now. So I'm
actually very fortunate. The stroke affected
my left side but I’m right-handed.So I can
if

tell Jeff

thing, he says 'I'm going to do

still

throw a good
it for me."*^

snowball...if

someone

packs
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Sports Roundup

All-Sports
is close
rlope College athletic teams
compete in more than 300 contests
during the course of a school year.

Each is important in determining
conference championships, school
records, post-season playoff
opportunities and ultimately the
Michigan Intercollegiate Athletic
Association (MIAA) all-sports winner.
This year's MIAA all-sportsrace, which

is

determinedby

the cumulativeperformanceby each school in the 18 sports

sponsored by

the conference, promisesto be one of the

most

Fleet of foot, the

women’s cross country team

finished fourth in the nation

among NCAA

Division

III

teams.

excitingever.
At the end of the fall sports season Hope and Kalamazoo
are tied for first place in the all-sports standings, with
defendingchampion Calvin right behind.
Hope, which has won more all-sports titles than any
other school, gained its lofty spot with a balanced fall
season. The women's golf team won its third straight
conferencechampionship, while the men's and women's
team in both cross country and soccer finished second in
their respective races. The football team ended in third
place, while the volleyball squad was fifth and the men's
golf team placed sixth.
A fall season highlight came in cross country as the Flying
Dutch women's team finished fourth in the nation among
NCAA Division III colleges. The Flying Dutch had two
All-American performances enroute to their best finish in
Hope cross country history.

FLYING

DUTCH MASTERS

Women's golf has been

OF THE

LINKS

an intercollegiate
sport for three

years and Hope has been the master all that time.

Coached

Jane Holman, the Flying Dutch won their third
MIAA championship and senior Lisa Stover of
Kalamazoo, Mich., was the conference medalist for the third
time with a record performanceof 82.8 strokes per
tournament. She was joined on the All-MIAA first team by
freshman Nancy Kennedy of Marshall, Mich., while junior
teammates Kristen Cline of Marshall, Mich., and Amy
Volkers of Grand Rapids, Mich., were second team honorees.

Ackermann on the All-MIAA defensive team
were junior linebacker Malachi Gallegos of Traverse City,
Mich., and senior punter Mike den Braber of Walker, Mich.
Players voted to the All-MIAA second team were
sophomore offensive tackle Jim Smith of Muskegon, Mich.,
senior halfbackJon Slagh of Grand Rapids, Mich., and
sophomoredefensive back Jeff Comfort of Saline, Mich.
Den Braber established Hope and MIAA records for
punting average in a season. He averaged 40.7 yards a punt
in all games, topping the Hope mark of 39.7 yards by Henry
Loudermilk 79. Against MIAA opponents he averaged
43.4 yards per punt, besting the league mark of 40.6 yards
by Hope alumnus Gary Frens '67.
year. Joining

Chad

Ackermann

Lisa Stover

CROSS COUNTRY TEAMS EXCEL
The Hope cross country teams maintaineda traditionof

respective conference races before finishing in second place

behind champion Kalamazoo.
The Flying Dutch women's team recorded its best finish

by

ever in the

consecutive

Tracy Phelps of Dearborn, Mich., established Hope single
season records for goals (13) and points (32), while junior
Kara VanderKamp of Midland, Mich., became the Hope

SOCCER TEAMS ARE MIAA RUNNERSUP
Both

Hope

soccer teams were in the heat of their

MIAA,

finishingwith a 10-4-4 record.

Freshman

leader for career assists (13).

team were sophomore
forward Kim Nolan of Holland,Mich., and VanderKamp.
Second team honorees were junior goalkeeper Paulette
Greenfield of Redlands, Calif., and senior sweeper Dawn
Murdock of Coopersburg,Pa.
Faced with one of their most challenging schedules in
history,the Flying Dutchmen posted a 13-5-1 record. All
five losses were by a single goal, including a 1-0 setback to
Ohio Wesleyan, which was top-ranked in NCAA Division
III most of the fall.
Voted to the All-MIAA first team for a second
consecutiveyear were junior fullback Blake Richards of
Kalamazoo, Mich., and senior goalkeeper Lee Schopp of
Carmel, Ind. Earning All-MIAA second team honors were
junior forward Brad Pagratis of Mason, Mich., sophomore
fullback Tyler Williams of Kalamazoo, Mich., and senior
fullbackJon Van Wieren of Holland, Mich.
Selected to the

All-MIAA

first

The Flying Dutchmen put another winning season in the
books with a strong finish that lifted them to 5^1 overall
and third place in the MIAA race. It marked the 21st
winning campaign in 24 seasons under coach Ray Smith.
Senior end Chad Ackermann of Parchment, Mich., was
voted the most valuable defensive player in the MIAA..
This season he was credited with 10 quarterbacksacks,
raising his career total to 28. In 1987 Chad's older brother,
Todd '88, was voted the MIAA's co-most valuable
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offensive player.
Senior guard John Hetfield of Owosso, Mich., was voted
to the

All-MIAA first offensive team

for a third

Ranked nationally throughout the season, the Hying
Dutch lived up to their billingby finishing fourth at the
Division III championships.Senior Alicia MendenhallElmore of Port Huron, Mich., and junior Amy Leatherman of
Caledonia, Mich., earned All-America honors as they
finished fifth and 20th respectivelyin the national meet.

Both the men and women finished second in the MIAA
behind champion Calvin. The Flying Dutch were runnersup
at the Great Lakes regional, while the

Dutchmen ended ninth.

members of the women's team earned All-MIAA
honors. Honorees were: first team — Mendenhall-Elmore,
Leatherman and sophomore Michelle Neel of Kalamazoo,
Six

Mich.; second team — freshman Marie Matchett of Elk Rapids,

Modderman of Grandville, Mich., and
sophomore Stephanie Oatis of East Grand Rapids, Mich.
Senior Aaron Bruininks of Holland, Mich., earned
All-MIAA first team honors for a third consecutive year and
a trip to the NCAA championshipsfor the second time in his
career, where he finished90th in a field of 182 runners. He led
all MIAA runners at the Great Lakes regional by finishing
fourth. Hying Dutchmen earning All-MIAA second team
honors were freshman Mike Cranmer of Spring Lake, Mich.,
and sophomore Erik Carpenter of Stamford, Conn.
Mich., senior Melissa

A TEAM FOR THE FUTURE
Without a senior in the lineup, the Hying Dutch finished
fifth in the MIAA race, posting a 13-18 overall record and
5-7 mark against league opponents.
Sophomore middle hitter Michelle Werkman of Holland,
Mich., was voted to the All-MIAA first team, while
freshman outside hitter Emily Bakker of Holland, Mich., and
sophomore Beth Hoezee of Hudsonville, Mich., were elected
to the second team.

VOLLEYBALL

GRIDDERS POST WINNING SEASON

Senior end Chad Ackermann of Parchment, Mich., was
credited with 10 quarterbacksacks and voted the
MIAA’s most valuable defensive player.

excellenceat the conference, regional and national level.

consecutive

DUTCHMEN GOLFERS SIXTH

IN MIAA
Junior Frank Gauntt of Hudsonville, Mich., earned
All-MIAA honors for a second straight year as the Hying
Dutchmen finished sixth in the seven-team field.

^

Campus Notes

Ethiopian art explored
Most

people who travel

pick up a keepsake or
two, but Dr. Neal Sobania
’68 of the Hope faculty

Raymond

in April.
it

filled an aircraft shipping container— the
kind that's half as wide as a large jet.
Dr. Sobania,

who

is

an associate profes-

sor of history and director of international

education at Hope, was co-leader of a
research team chronicling varied traditions
of Ethiopianart, and was collectingexamples of each. During their weeks in
Ethiopia, he and his colleagues also shot 40
hours of video, more than 2,500 slides, and
1,000 black and white images.
The work and its follow-up is for
"Ethiopia: Traditionsof Creativity," an
exhibition that will open at Michigan State
University in the late summer/early fall of

1994, in conjunctionwith the 12 th
InternationalConference of Ethiopian
Studies. Videos and a book discussing and
illustratingthe traditionsare being created
as

companion pieces to

Silverman (associate professor
Michigan State University)
and Degefa Etana 72 of Ethiopia traveled
throughout Ethiopia to purchase the items.
They also documented artists who produced them and captured the pieces'
context on film.
The exhibition's purpose, according to
Dr. Sobania, is to demonstrate the diversity of the Ethiopian traditions.He also
hopes that the project, in addition to fostering awareness of the traditions,will
prompt inquiry into other areas, such as
of art history at

and his colleagues went
extreme while in Ethiopia
They found so much they liked that

pieces in all, includinga carved wooden
bed and a model of the White House
(made from pith of sorghum stalk).
Dr. Sobania and colleagues Dr.

the exhibition.

The exhibition will feature up to 10 traditions the team documented: pottery,
milk containers, basketry, traditional and
academic painting,pith sculpture, gold

smithing, personal adornment, wood
carving and weaving. There are nearly 300

the cultural context of the pieces.
"In the past, the emphasis has been on
Ethiopian highland Christian church art, to
the exclusion of the rest, and the focus has

also nearly always been on the objects
rather than the artists whose creativityproduces them," Dr. Sobania said.
"We are arguing for a much more inclusive model for interpretingEthiopian
traditions of creativity,"he said. "We're
also laying out a whole new series of questions and research topics that we think will
keep the field busy for some years."
The companion book's text will break
the ground, with each chapter written by a
scholar familiar with the tradition concerned and the region from which it comes.
An Ethiopiansociologist,for example, is
writing about the pottery. The potters
being featured are a separate caste among
the Wolaita people of southwest Ethiopia.

Varied traditions of Ethiopian art include sculptures made from pith of sorghum stalk
(which resembles extremely soft, lightweight wood). Dr Neal Sobania '68 (right)
watches artist Tolera Tafa at work. (Photo courtesy of Michigan State University.)

An

Italian anthropologist is writing

about the milk containers, which are
woven by the Borana people, herders who
live on each side of the Kenyan and
Ethiopian borders. Traditionally, women
are obligatedto make the containers for
their families. Because one can take more
than a year to make, few women weave
more than 10 in their lifetimes.
Dr. Sobania is writing the chapter on
pith sculpture, and he and Dr. Silverman
are co-writing the chapter on gold
smithing. He and Dr. Silverman will also
write an afterwordfor the book, settingout
the range of questions they expect the
project to raise.

Degefa Etana 72 has been helping with
translationsand transcriptions,and is providing additionalfollow-up in Ethiopia,

including dealing with pieces that still
need to be shipped to the United States.
"Without his help we'd be lost," Dr.
Sobania noted.

The

InternationalConference of

Ethiopian Studies

and

is

held every three years,

being held in the United States for
the first time. Past locations have included
Addis Ababa, Ethiopia; Rome, Italy;
Moscow, Russia; and Paris, France.
Dr. Sobania said Michigan State
University was selectedbecause it is a
leader in the United States in Ethiopian
studies. Dr. Sobania became involved
because of his own long-standing interest in Ethiopia and Ethiopian art, and
had his own collection of Ethiopian art
featured in an exhibition at Hope in the
is

fall of 1992.

Sociologists eye church giving
They found
modern churchgoers generous compared
the 1860s through the 1980s.

not worshippers’
discontent with the
It’s

policies of church leaders
that have caused gifts to

denominational headquarters to stagnate.
Instead,the cost of running local churches

way up, report two sociologistsat Hope.
"Compensation for pastors is up, the loss
of volunteers requires more staff and expectations have grown concerning the
qualificationsof staff," report Dr. Roger J.
Nemeth and Dr. Donald A. Luidens '69, in a
study funded by the Lilly Endowment Inc.
and the Reformed Church in America.
They presented a paper on their research,
"Congregational Vs. Denominational
Giving: An Analysis of Giving Patterns in
The PresbyterianChurch in the United
States and the Reformed Church in
America," at the annual meeting of the
Society for the Scientific Study of Religion in
Raleigh, N.C., on Friday, Oct. 29.
Dr. Nemeth and Dr. Luidens analyzed
is

with their ancestors.

"Even after adjusting for inflation,
per-member giving rose dramatically," says
Dr. Nemeth, an associate professor of sociology. "After about 1950, however, the
amount of money spent locallyrose but the
amount of money sent to support denominational programs did not."
From 1865 to 1981, when the PCUS
merged with the United Presbyterian
Church in the United States of America,
inflation-adjusted per capita giving rose
from $15 to $150. In the Reformed Church,
giving rose from about $40 in 1856 to more
than $200 in 1991, again adjusting for infla-

tion

and using 1967

dollars

as

the

Much

of the increase

came

after World

Church
in the United States (PCUS) and the

with the growth in discretionary
income. Also following the war, allocation
of donations to local churches began to
increase dramatically compared with giving
to the denomination.
"By 1981, there was nearly four dollars
spent at the congregational level for every
dollar spent by the denomination in the
PCUS," say the researchers. "And by 1991
this same ratio had risen to over

Reformed Church in America (RCA) from

eight-to-one in the

giving patterns in the Presbyterian

SB

for the trend.

A statistical analysis of variables found
that "nearly the entire gap between congregational and denominational giving since
1950 can be accounted for by factorsassociated with a loss of volunteers and a

II,

RCA."

growth

doing ministry."
One factor is the growing expense of
pastors. Fringe benefits now account for
almost 30 percent of a pastor's compensation in the Reformed and Presbyterian
churches.Today the minimum annual total
compensation for pastors paid by their conin the cost of

gregations

benchmark.

War

While some have said that liberal social
advocated by denomination leaders
alienated conservative members of congregations and caused collectionsto dwindle,
Nemeth and Luidens found other reasons
policies

is

nearly $50,000.

Another factor is the growth in the
number of pastors compared to worshippers. In 1950 there were fewer than five
pastors serving each 1,000 members in both
the RCA and PCUS. By 1981 there were
nearly seven-and-a-halfpastors per 1,000
in PCUS and nearly nine-and-one-halfper
1,000 in the RCA.
At the same time, congregationsfaced a
loss of volunteersas women entered the

work

force in greater numbers. Today,

many

churches use paid, non-ordainedstaff.

Still another reason for increasedlocal
expense is the change among churchgoers
from being "producers"of religion to "consumers" of it. Increased mobility of families
after World War II helped break down
denominationalloyalties and made mainline
Protestantsmore willing to "shop" for

churches.

"Churchgoerswere now consumers in the
wide-open religiousmarketplaceand it was
this heighteneddemand for specialized services and professionally-staffed programs
that forced congregations to turn increasingly

inward

in spending," says Dr. Luidens, a

professor of sociologyand chairpersonof
the

department.

Assistant and associate ministers, paraprofessionalstaff and continual upgrading of

church facilities,equipment and programs
are now seen as necessary if a congregation is
to grow or even hold its own.
The trend is likely to continue, the
researchers say. This means congregations
will have greater control over how donations
are used and the authority of denominational leaders wil) continue to wane.
"The mainline (denominations)can
expect that fewer and larger churches will
be the norm," they write, "and they will
increasingly exercise their independence in
matters of mission, message and polity."^
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Alumni Alert
always exciting
when alumni and friends
It’s

share with me stories
about how they’ve made

some kind of contact
with Hope College
These connections can be found in
some very unique places and sometimes
those links can create intriguing
mysteries. For example, this past
summer, when Ray '58 and Sharon
Hackman '58 Vinstra were on their way
to Alaska for a vacation, they stumbled
upon a Hope College sign posted in the
"Sign Forest."

According to Ray, the Sign Forest is
located in the town of Watson Lake in

Yukon

Territory of

Canada. It was

apparently started by a homesick G.I.
who was a sign painter for the Army

during the building of the Alaskan
Highway in 1942. While painting the
signs for the highway, the sign painter

made one

for his

hometown with

the

The idea of posting signs
for hometowns caught on and now there
are approximately 12,000 signs of
various sizes, shapes and materialsand
mileage on

it.

information.
As Ray noted, "It was hard for me to
visualize all these signs until I actually

saw them and then

hung

to find a sign

some

year and also the
HOPE COLLEGE sign!! The Hope sign
had no indication of by whom or when it

friends

was hung. I
two years
alumni?"
That's a
answer. As

last

suspect

it

was

just in the last

or so, but by what

loyal

question we would like to
Ray pointed out, "Anyone
loyal enough to think of Hope College
and advertise it while on vacationprobably gets and reads news from Hope
College from cover to cover. Hopefully
you can uncover the unknown boosters
of our fine college."

you were involved in putting up
the Hope College sign, or if you know
who might have left their mark in the
Sign Forest, please drop me a line.
Where Hope College is concerned, it
really is a small world. If you have some
unusual stories that you would like to
share about meeting Hope College
alumni and friends in your travels,
please write me at Hope College, P.O.
Box 9000, Holland, MI 49422-9000. 1 look
So,

forward to reading some of your interesting stories.
* *

*

An Ad Hoc II Reunion will
campus August 5-7. For
those who missed it the first time
around, the first Ad Hoc reunion was
held in July of 1984. The event was so
It's back.

be occurringon

through their travels.

the

Alumni News

By Lynne Rowe '86

if

successfulthat the originalorganizers
have decided to return to campus 10
years later, in 1994. When I asked Ad
Hoc II committee member David Beattie
'73 to describe these reunions, he provided the followinginformation.
"The Ad Hoc Reunion was not your
garden variety, traditional reunion that
college grads (including
Ad-Hoc-ers) participate in. This event
was more a "reunification"of Hope
graduates who held either a physicalor
spiritual attachment to the countercultural sixties and early seventies by virtue

many

of having attended/graduatedfrom
Hope in that era. Yet, as original advocates of the politics of inclusion,the
reunion was not limited to Hope students from that era, but open to all those
who expressed solidarity with those
times and what they meant, and still
mean, to many. Like many Hope-ites,
Ad Hoc-ers had a vision. Many chose to
avoid the mainstream altogether, others
took their vision and jumped in. Are
they hippies? Yuppies? Christians? New
Agers? Post Modernists? Moms? Dads?
Spera in Deo-ists? Hope supporters?
Your next-door-neighbor? Probably.
"Ad Hoc 1984 was an event few who
attended will forget — a unique gathering
of kindred spirits not confined to a particular graduating class, rather, unified

Alex Ebneth ’50— a familiar sight at a familiar site during
hasn’t missed one since graduating.

(Forty-)

’50 is
fair-weather fan.

less of the predictions for the current year's

Rochester Hills, Mich., for most of those
years, and has involvedan even more substantial 607 miles from Fairfield Glade,
Tenn., since 1991.

News and informationfor

their 50 years together Cliff and Ruth have been

news from Hope Collegeby Greg Olgers '87.

for

All submissionsreceived by the Public

Jan. 11.

Albuquerque,

Have

NM

a blessed

Dr. NE,

87106.

1920s

Holiday season!
Ted Vanden Brink

'26

was one

of

several residents

of Freedom Village in Holland,Mich., includedin
an article in The Grand Rapids (Mich.) Press on Sept.
22,

1993, that mentioned their days playing football

for

Hope. Others mentioned or interviewedin the

articleincluded Clarence Becker '31, Bob Notier

James Tysse '34, George Van Peursem '31
Paul Van Verst 25.

Alumni Board of Directors

Janet Lawrence ’80, Vice President,Albany, N.Y.

Cal Bruins '61, Secretary,Paradise Valley,Ariz.

Board Members

Calif. ^

JanetteVandenberg '79 Aardema, Grand Rapids, Mich. John Broadbent '79, Livonia,Mich
Bryan Bush '84, Anaheim,

Ken Dulow '64, Old Bridge, N.J.
Marianne Hageman '58, De Pere, Wis.
JenniferLiggett'80, Kalamazoo,Mich.
Jane Terpstra '82, Minneapolis, Minn.
Anne Walvoord '73 VanderByl, Williamson, N.Y.
Richard Webster'84, Sterling, Va.
Michael Yantis '95, Portage, Mich.

^

.

- .....
Garrett E. ^
DeGraff '71,
AverillPark, N.Y.

Marianne Dykema ’81

and

1930s

Officers

111.

Griffin, Fort

Worth, Texas

Betty Whitaker '62 Jackson, West Melbourne,Fla.
Chris Turkstra '93, Upper Saddle River,N.J.

Kay Moores '76 Walker, Traverse

City,

Robert Bruggink '38 of Park Forest, 111., and his
wife recentlyenjoyed a hiking trip in Alpine
Europe.
Harvey Hop '39 of Fort Lauderdale, Fla., has
retired as presidentand founder of Hop-A-Jet
Inc., a jet charter company based in Fort
Lauderdale. He is enjoying retirementwith his
wife Miriam, to whom he has been married 53
years.
Clifford Keizer '39 and wife Ruth observed their

Michael Percy '86, Columbus, Ohio

Mich.

Barbara Woodruff '94, Northville,Mich.

50th wedding anniversaryon Aug. 19, 1993. The
celebration ran three months, including a July
revisit to Southeast Asian countries with Cliff's
sisterBernice and her husband Joe Fowler (both

Hope '54). The Keizers lived and worked

in

Indonesia for five years from 1957 to 1962. During
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come home.
"I love Hope College and it's like a
second home to me," Ebneth said. "I like
to see my classmates and also people that I
knew in the '40s that were in other classes.
I just like to visit with old friends."^

active in chemicaleducationand church music in

Williams '75

Princeton

meaning of the event's

class notes, mar-

summer. All are welcome."
For more information on this year's
Ad Hoc II Reunion, contact Rich

him at 1213

is the root

name. The weekend is an opportunityto

riages,advanced degrees and deaths are compiled

Relations Office by Tuesday, Nov. 2, have been
included in this issue. Because of the lead time
requiredby this publication's productionschedule, submissionsreceived after that date (with the
exceptionof obituarynotices) have been held for
the next issue, the deadlinefor which is Tuesday,

at (505) 255-4304 or write to

game —

Class Notes

'32,

John Abe '79, President,Naperville,

What keeps him returning — in good
weather or bad; whether or not the football
team won or lost the year before; regard-

no

He has made his way back to Holland
for every Hope Homecoming since graduating in the spring of 1950. The
commitment meant a 181-mile drive from

ty, creativity, and appreciation of the

unconventional.A group that somehow
Ten years is, indeed,
too long a time between reunions, but
this group will re-gather and break
bread when they meet again next

4th and long

Alex Ebneth

in their class-lessness, their individuali-

defies definition.

Homecoming games. He

several places,including Bandung, Indonesia;
Urbana, 111.; Cleveland, Ohio; Pella, Iowa; St.
Charles, Mo.; and Socorro, N.M. They retiredfrom
teaching at the New Mexico Institute of Mining and
Technology,and Socorro High School, respectively.

1940s
Don De Kraker '40 has been elected commander of
American Legion Post 137 of Saugatuck,Mich.
Eunice Scholten '40 Jelsma of Rochester, N.Y., is
"still VERY involved" in the Presbyterian
Peacemaking Program at her local church and
presbytery level, and is finishinga three-year tenn
as an elder. She also does Education Foundation
promotion for the AAUW. She recently entertained a pastor from South India whose family
became Christian due to Reformed Church missionaries at Katpadi and Madras 50 years ago (he
and his wife spent six weeks living in her home).
Blaise Levai '42 and Marian Korteling '47 Levai of
Jacksonville,Fla., have recently returned from the
Universityof West Indies in Kingston,Jamaica,
where they taught through UNICIF.
A. Dale Stoppels '46 and wife Sara have moved
from Grand Rapids, Mich., and now have a home
in Seattle,Wash., just across the Montlake Bridge
from the University of Washington. "We are just a
five-minute walk from our daughter and
son-in-law, Jillon and Anderson Dupree, and our
grandson Nicholas," he writes.
Harvey Buter '48 has joined the Holland, Mich.,
office of J.J.B. Hilliard,W.L. Lyons Inc. as director
of business development.
William DeMeester '49 of York, Pa., has retiredas
dean of academic affairs at York College.He had
been with the college since 1972.
Glenn Van Haitsma '49 has been retired from the
faculty of Carroll College in Waukesha, Wis., since
August of 1992. He joined the college in 1958 as an

ED

1983 REUNION CLASS — Row

Kim Logie Burns, Chriss Raak Schurkamp,Gretchen Keizer,Lisa Civilette Hilbert, Cynthia
Evan Boote, Nancy Brumm Boote, Leanne Hayes Beckman, Sherri Gaff Brown, David Brown '8-L
Connie Schaefer Mixter Jan Anderson, Debra Harvey Swanson, Kim Metzger Doele; Row 3: David MacKenzie, Don MacDonald,Chris Brack MacDonald,Kathryn Krecke Boundy, Brenda VanderWerff
Schuh Janna Rynders McLean, Linda Shively, Julie Bosch Delnick, Colleen Craig Bajema; Row 4: Angela Johnson Kopp, Renee Thorstad Parks, Grace CallenderDykstra, Kathy Breyfogle, Cathy Johanson
Mulder Keith Mulder- Row 5: Tim Arnold,Kathleen KistlerArnold,Robert Frieling,Kathy Ellis Frieling,Eric Ross, Jill Dame Wilson, Lafon Kortman-Rutt, Debbie Hoeksema, Jody Tallmadge Varga. Steven
Geurink- Row 6- Tim Custer Dan Rutt Tom TenHoeve (and Carissa), Lynn DeBruyn; Row 7: Jim Zandee, Kevin Tavernier,Lauren O'Connell Ross, Brian Hughes, Kathy Bullard McAndrew. Linda Miller
TenHoeve John Thomas Bob Bieri, Tim Vande Bunte; Row 8: Matt Missad, Todd Vander Woude, Paul Paarlberg,Steve Stallone, Lynn Avery Zimmerman, Bryan Pijanowski,Barb Coon Greenman, Heather
Decker Re’my Row 9- Ingrid AndersonBaird Jeff Wynsma, Ted Hacker, Pete Walenta, Janet Mielke '84 Pinkham, Stephen Pinkham, Julie Rawlings Huismgh, Jack Huismgh, Laura Ramel; Row 10: Cathy
VanderKuy Rink, Annie Brown, Janet Arneson Scott, Rich Burrell,William Pollock, Sarah Saddler-Christian,
Jeanne Brink Lindell,Anne Gargano: Row 11: Rich Kennedy-Weber,Bryan VanSweden, Linda
Wang Griffin, Lori Visscher Droppers, Stacey Miller, Julie Johnson Hagger, Nora Tanis Englishman; Row 12: Greg Harrison, Jeff Recknagel, Scott Broekstra,Mary Sue Campbell Beuker. John Griffin, Lisa
Bock Bussies,JoLynn Campbell Webster, Kathy Olson Wennerstrum,Kathy Reeder Boerigter, Colleen VanderHillBankert,Amy Glass, Melody Meyer Boersma, John Christian
McRobert Eva Dean

1: Mike Andrusiak, Phyllis Andrusiak, Jon Schwanz, Martha

Szilagyi,

Folkert, Elaine Yoshonis Kasten, Margie Deckard Stinson;Row 2: Mary Jo Gray,

REUNION

1988
CLASS— Row I: Elizabeth Schultz, Julie Cataldo, Mark Laverman, Michelle Baker Laverman, Todd Laming, Jill Anderson Lanting, Jennifer Engbers Fazio, Beth Post, Kevin Langs. Kim
Johnson Langs- Row 2- Chris Pieters (and BrittanyPieters),Bob Wuerfel, Lisa Beach Boes, Shayne Rollston Wuerfel, Lori Fisher Brush, Carrie Green Burns, StephanieStrand, Jackie Spreitzer,Julie Maire, Lisa Slover;
Row 3- Karl Ochs II Mike Percy '86, Meg Garver Percy. Karen Van Hoven Hooker, Lynette Ojala Rubin, Joan Van Noord, Sue Diekema King; Row 4: James DeYoung, Holly Anderson DeYoung, Jim Michos, Sharron
Stephens Michos Tammy Terpstra Kamps, Susan Walter, Michael Derrick,Wendy Derrick,Duncan MacLean, Jodi Noorman MacLean, Wallace King; Row 5: Jill Burggraaff Kuiper, DeWayne Weaver, Shelly Boardway.
Ronald Boardway Tina Wichnal Richardson,Sue Jurgens Hemrneke; Row 6: Doug Kuiper '87, Scott Wolterink, Heather Northuis Wolterink, Chris Brown, Jill Evers, Mark Richardson; Row 7: Sarah Rynbrandt E zinga,
Mike Winter '85 Scott Schaaf. Kristin Kollmeyer'89 Schaaf, Brian Haskin, Lori Wykoff, Greg Price, Lee Stewart, Gerielle Waltz-Stewart,Kurt Arvidson, Carin WeisigerArvidson; Row 8: Tim Elzmga Kim Walker Winter
(with Jeffrey Winter) Laura Jane Lowry Katie Bruins Winkler, Deb Doeden Du Mez, Tammy Boulter Nieuwenhuis,Cheryl Van Dahm Kok, Laurel HousengaGrose, Steve Grose; Row 9: Daniel Boerigter, Christina
Eisenmann BoerigterMelinda McKinley', Kim Thomas, Todd Winkler, Tim Du Mez, Rob Nieuwenhuis,Bill Kok; Row 10: Kevin Cole, Janilyn Brouwer, Kirsten Besonson Paarlberg, Bill Paarlberg. Brad Kokmeyer
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assistant professor of English and became a full

Italy tour
The wonder

planned

the
Ancient, the beauty of the
Renaissance and the
perspective of the

contemporary

of

will all

professor in 1968. He spent the 1991-92 school
year teachingin China as part of an exchange

be

explored during an
escorted June tour of Italy
being made available to
alumni and friends of
Hope College.
The tour, organized through MTA Travel
in Holland, Mich., will run Friday,June 10,
through Monday, June 27. Hope faculty
member Dr. Ion Agheana, professor of
Romance languages, will be the leader.
It will be the third annual alumni tour.
The first visited Central and Eastern
Europe; last year featured Scotland, Wales
and England.
The tour will include four days in Sicily,
beginning in Palermo, founded by the
Phoenicians 800 years before the birth of
Christ. Other Sicilian highlightswill
include Taormina at the foot of Mt. Etna
and Syracuse.
An overnight Mediterraneanferry will
bring the tour to Naples. The ruins of
ancient Pompeii will be next.
Three-and-a-halfdays in Rome will

include the Roman Forum, the Circus
Maximus and the Colosseum. Also featured will be the Vatican and St. Peter
Basilica, Michelangelo'sfrescoes at the
Sistine Chapel and leisure time to visit
other sites of interest.
The tour will move on to Siena, Florence,

Rimini, Ravenna, Venice, Verona and
Milan. Highlights will include the Bridge
of Sighs in Venice and a viewing of The Last

Supper in Milan.

Louke Meulman, a veteran MTA tour
guide, will again accompany the group as
tour manager and will keep the tour
flowing smoothly. Local guides will join
the group at each stop.

program between Carroll and the Foreign Affairs
College in Beijing.

Dr. Agheana will provide a narrativethat
will help link the local guides' individual
stories into a cohesive whole. He has traveled extensivelythroughout Italy, and
lived in Florence for four months.
"Square yard for square yard, Italy has
more to offer than most of the countries in

the world in terms of concentrated
culture,"he said.
Dr. Agheana hopes that the participants
will be able not only to enjoy the scenery,
sites and

shops they'll encounter along the

way, but also learn about the region'splace
in history. He cited the Italian Renaissance
as one example.
"In the Renaissancethey molded the
way in which we look at ourselves and the
way in which we look at God; our relationship with the spiritual; and just about any
idea of beauty that we have," he said.
"It showed what man can do when he

isn't only acting out of fear and
respect — which was what had happened
during the Middle Ages," he said. "In the
Renaissance you see what can be done out
of love of God, not just fear of God."
It's a point, one among many, that he
feels will be demonstratednot only at any
particularsite, but by visiting several locations. And, just as many locationscan help
provide a greater lesson, he anticipatesthat
the differentlessons can themselvescontribute to a greater whole.

"One problem is

that

we

learn

in

'pockets'today," he said. "You learn about
this thing; then you learn about that thing;
and then the next."
"This is the kind of tour that ought to put
it together and examine what it means,
how it came together and where it will go
from here," he said. "We'll return, hopefully, as well informed citizens of the

world."
The tour size will be limited to 30
persons and will cost $2,995 per person,
including meals and airfarefrom O'Hare
Airport in Chicago, 111. Additional information may be obtainedby calling
Travel at 1-800-682-0086.Js

MTA

Faculty Positions Available
The college is seeking candidates for faculty positions available for the 1994-95
academic year. Considerationof candidates will begin Dec. 15, unless otherwise
specified,and will continue until the positions are filled. Additionalinformation
concerningthe specific character of each position may be obtained by contacting
the department chairpeople as follows:
Chairperson (see below)
Hope College
P.O. Box 9000
Holland, MI 49422-9000
(616) 392-5111

SOCIOLOGY
(Dr. Donald Luidens)

SPANISH

BIOLOGY
Two

POLITICAL SCIENCE
(Dr. Jack Holmes)

positions:

Assistant Professor
(Dr. H. P. Weller)

Molecular Biology
Functional Morphology
(Dr. Harvey Blankespoor;Nov. 15)

CHEMISTRY
Assistant Professor
(Dr. Rodney Boyer)

FRENCH

GENERAL REQUIREMENTS:
Ability to combine excellence in
classroom teaching with scholarly or
other appropriate professional
activity; commitment to the character
and goals of a liberal arts college with
a Christian perspective.

Visiting Assistant Professor
for the academic year
(Dr. Judith Motiff)

RANK AND SALARY: Tenure track
with rank open, unless specified.
Salary commensuratewith education

MATHEMATICS

and experience.Terminal degrees
are required for all positions.

(Dr. David Carothers)

PHYSICS
Physics

and

Mechanical Engineering
(Dr. Ned Rouze)
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HOPE COLLEGE COMPLIES WITH
FEDERAL AND STATE REQUIREMENTS FOR NON-DISCRIMINATION

IN EMPLOYMENT. Applicationsare
stronglyencouraged from women and
persons of color.

supervisor of RCA mission programs among
Native Americans and staff liaisonwith Southern
Normal School in Brewton, Ala. For the past
seven years he has been marketing director for
CRC Publications in Grand Rapids, Mich.

1950s

1970s

Dorothy Kranendonk '50 Bosch of Pella, Iowa,
and husband Arthur have both retiredfrom teaching at Central College and plan to travelmore.
Earl Huyser '51, who is professor of chemistryat

Posthumous recognition:On Oct. 22, the
Universityof Michigan Medical Center Alumni

the University of Kansas, has received the university's 1993 Chancellors Club Career Teaching

Award. He has taught chemistryat KU for 34
years. The award honors a senior faculty member
who has taught at KU for at least 15 years and who
exemplifies the university's commitment to outstanding teaching.

Ron Schipper '52 of

Pella,Iowa, was featured in

the Des Moines Sunday Registeras footballcoach at

CentralCollege. He has been at Centralsince
1961.

Hans Veening

'53 is a

member

of the chemistry

Society awarded a special recognition award for

outstandingservice to Dr. John Kemink '71. His
wife Janet acceptedthe award on his behalf. Dr.
Kemink, who lived in Ann Arbor, Mich., was shot
and killedon Thursday,June 25, 1992.
Jack Hendricks '71 of Hashes Publishers Inc. was
recently named "Publisherof the Year" by the
Association of Free Community Papers (AFCP).
The award, the AFCP s highest honor, is given to
an individual who has made an outstandingcontribution to the associationand the industry
during the year.
Barb Godshalk '71 Lester of Three Rivers, Mich.,
is

junior high school principal with the Centreville

faculty at BucknellUniversityin Lewisburg, Pa.

(Mich.) Schools.

He and two colleagues recently received a $19,250
grant from the National Science Foundation's
Instrumentationand Laboratory Improvement
Program for the project "Capillary Electrophoresis
in the Undergraduate Chemistry Curriculum."

William Welters '72, a commander with the U.S.
Navy, recentlyreceived the Meritorious Unit
Commendation,along with his shipmates with
Carrier Airborne Early Warning Squadron 124,
Naval Air Station,Norfolk, Va., and the crews of
its embarked units. The award noted that the personnel of USS Theodore Rooseveltand its embarked
units conducted operations of internationalsignificance in the Mediterranean,Adriatic and Red
Seas, playing vital roles in Operations Deny
Right, Provide Promise and Maritime Guard
from March to August.
Russell Gasero '73, who is archivist for the RCA,
was recently installed as the new chair of the

1960s
Mary Klaaren '60 Andersen was ordained in the
United Church of Christ on May 9, 1993, at
Champaign Community UCC. She is currently
interim pastor at Tilton (111.) United Church. She
previously served as interim pastor at Paxton (111.)
FederatedChurch.
Ronald Wiegerink '61 received the Peabody
Award for Excellence in Educationat the
University of North Carolina. There he is the chair
of the Divisionof Specialized Education
Programs, which includes graduate programs in
counseling, literacy, school psychologyand
special education.

Bruce Laverman'62 has been appointed director
of evangelism and church development of the
Reformed Church in America (RCA). He has most
recently been pastor of Christ'sCommunity
Church in Glendale, Ariz.
James Bultman '63 and Martie Tucker '63
Bultman have had a new athletic building at
NorthwesternCollege in Orange City, Iowa,
named after them. The James E. and Martha T.
Bultman IntercollegiateAthletic Center is under
constructionand scheduled to be completed in
the fall of 1994. He has been Northwestern's
presidentsince 1985.
Jane Woodby '63 Osman spent three weeks
studyingHorace in Rome during the summer. She
is a full-time Latin teacher at Holland (Mich.)
High School.
Barbara Walvoord '63 and spouse Hoke L. Smith
co-wrote "Certifying Teaching Excellence: An
AlternativeParadigmto the Teaching Award,"
which was publishedin the October, 1993, issue of
the American Associationfor Higher Education
(AAHE) Bulletin. The article recommendsestablishing a "certificate" system for recognizing
faculty who meet a set of criteria for excellence in
teaching.Dr. Walvoord is director. Writing
Across the Curriculum, co-director. Project to
Improve and Reward Teaching,and professor of
English at the University of Cincinnati.

Jack Derks '64 of Holland, Mich., in May, 1993,
was honored by the Hospital Council of Western
Michigan and awarded the distinguished service
award in health care.
Gary Hieftje '64 of Bloomington, Ind., had the
article "But Is It Analytical Chemistry?"published
in the October, 1993, issue of AmericanIjiboratory.
Ann Knudsen '64 Mitchellof Ada, Mich., who
teaches high school English, was one of three
teachers honored this year with an East Grand
Rapids Schools FoundationExcellence in Teaching

Award. In

addition to teaching, she organized

and

headed the high school's Writing Center, has acted
as advisor to the National Honor Society,and organized the AdvancedPlacementEnglish program.
Tim Miner '65 in July was appointedto a
three-yearterm on the Planning Commissionof
Grand Rapids (Mich.) Township.
Linda Dykstra '66 has been named a William R.
Kenan Jr. professorat the Universityof North
Carolinaat Chapel Hill. She is a member of the
psychologyfaculty. The university has 25 William
R. Kenan Jr. endowed professorships.
Albert McGeehan '66 was elected mayor of
Holland, Mich., in

November.

Robert Terwilliger'68 has been appointed the
RCA's coordinator for mission stewardshipwithin
the regional synods of Canada and Mid-America,

Archivists of Religious Collections Section (ARCS)
of the Society of American Archivists (SAA), and
be leading the section for the 1993-95period.
Burton VanderLaan'73 and Kathy Kantrow '73
VanderLaan of Orland Park, 111., were in South
Africa in November. He is a medical director of
Blue Cross/Blue Shield of Illinois, and has been
helping establish the first HMO in South Africa
(in Port Elizabeth). She is a science teacher at the
high school level, and visited with schoolsand
educators in South Africa, examining how cultural diversity impacts the schools there.
Carlos Do Nascimento '74 of Portugal is president
of Rio Color Photo Studio & Lab and marketing
director of Paiva Color Ltd. Both companies are
located in the northernregion of Portugal, about
50 miles from Oporto. He left the Consumer
Imaging Division sales manager position he had in
Kodak Brazil at Rio de Janeiro to start his own
business in Portugal, his wife's homeland.
John Hoftiezer '74 of Columbus, Ohio, is a
member of the physics department staff at Ohio
will

State University.

Martin Stark '74 of Westford, Mass., has returned
to the United States after four years in Belgium.
Judith VanDeHoef '75 Bloor of Goshen, Ky„
which is a small villagejust outside of Louisville,
has become director of emergency shelter for The
Home of the Innocents in Louisville.The Home of
the Innocents houses children whose parents
cannot or will not care for them appropriately;
abused,neglected and/or abandoned children.
Steven Mancinelli '75 of New York, N.Y., has
opened law officesin New York City and
Hackensack, N.J., in general practice with an
emphasis on trademark,copyright and general
intellectualproperty protection, includingtrademark and copyrightlitigationon a contingency
fee

basis.

Paul DeWeese '77 is chairperson of the
Lansing-basedTEACH Michigan Education
Fund, which advocatespublic school choice, and
has been busy addressingthe issue to different
groups and communities.
Smith Craig VanZanten Jr. '77 has been transferred from the Frankfurt office to the Paris office
of Tullettand Tokyo (futures and traded options).
He is director and sales manager.
Marcia VandenBerg'78 of Muskegon, Mich., is a
case manager for developmentallydisabled adults
with Community Mental Health, and is responsible for three separatehomes in the Muskegon
County area.
Ryan Adolph '79 of Chicago, 111., is in the
newly-createdposition of customer service officer
with Columbia National Bank of Chicago, the
largest independentbank in the Chicago
Metropolitanarea. His responsibilitiesare to
design,build and manage an in-bound phone
center intendedto handle large call volumes,providing responses to a wide variety of bank service
questions.

Bradley Norg '79 has been installedas pastor of
Beaverdam Reformed Church in Zeeland, Mich.

m

and Maria Pierce '86 Ellis of
Grand Rapids, Mich., have been married for 10
Jeffrey Ellis '83

1980s

years and have two children: Sarah and Matthew.

David Bruins '80 of Alexandria, Va., will be on the
televisionprogram leopard]/.He is being taped in

Eva Dean '83 FolkerPs only job title is "Mom."
She resigned from her position in the Hope regis-

mid-Decemberfor airing in early 1994.
Tom Kasten '80 of Plainwell, Mich., was promoted to manager of processsafety at the Upjohn
Company. He is responsible for implementing
programs to meet requirementsof the
OccupationalSafety and Health Administration

trar’s office last

and the EnvironmentalProtection Agency.
Ross Nykamp '80 of Fennville,Mich., received the
Alumni H-Club's fourth annual "Hope for
Humanity" award during a Homecoming luncheon on Saturday, Oct. 23. The award recognizes

Andrew Gustafson

service.

Douglas Van Der Meulen '80 is a

dentist in

Marshall, Mich., and was general chairpersonof
this

year's MarshallUnited Way campaign.

Ron Moolenaar '81 of Atlanta, Ga., is a physician
working for the Centers for Disease Controland
Prevention. During the summer he spent six
weeks in the Southwest,helpingtrack down the
cause of the illness that killed more than 30 in the
region.

Brentana '82, husband Tom, and sons Matt and
Josh have moved to Milwaukee, Wis., where she is
directorof development for the Milwaukee Public
Jyl

Museum.
Thomas Hop

May.

Steve Geurink '83 and wife Linda of Zeeland,
Mich., have recently started a business. Pro
Design, which specializes in contract sewing services and productproduction(such as nylon bags,
belts, etcetera).

'83 of

Long

Valley, N.J., is

associate director, regulatoryaffairs,with R.W.

Johnson PharmaceuticalResearchInstitute.While
on a three-month assignment with Johnson &
Johnson he lived in Brighton, England,and had an
opportunityto interactwith people from throughout Europe.
Susin Baxter '83 Hartman of Smyrna, Ga., is a
legal assistant with Webb, Carlock, Copeland,
Semler & Stair.
Kris Kleinheksel'83 Hegedus of Newton, N.J., is
working part-time at the Door as a psychotherapist and is also staying busy as the mom of her two
small children.

Lisa Civilette'83 Hilbert and husband Glen
moved from San Francisco, Calif., and purchased
a new home in Petaluma in the wine country.She
is

a sales

engineer with Island Graphics, a software

company.
'82

has been promoted to vice presi-

dent of corporate banking in ComericaBank's
Kalamazoo (Mich.) Region.
Suzanne DeVries '82 Zimmerman and husband
Lynn Zimmerman '83 are renovating their
130-year-oldItalianatehome in Rockford, Mich.
Cindi Amold-Davis '83 of Columbia, Md., owns
a five-year-oldcompany. The Graphics Farm,
which is a graphic design and desktop publishing
company that contracts with small- and
medium-size businesses to design logos, advertising, annual reports,brochures, letterhead,etcetera.
David Baar '83 of Chicago,111., founded,artistically directs and conductsthe non-profit corporation
"Community Choral Arts Club," which provides
quality music education through choral performances for all ages.
Tamara Greene '83 Bailey of Grand Haven, Mich.,
receivedan MBA with distinction from Grand
Valley University in 1991. She received the professional designation of "Qualified Pension
Administrator" from the American Society of
Pension Actuaries, and was promoted to second
vice presidentat NBD Bank N.A. She recently
traveled to Germany, Austria and Hungary.
Leanne Hayes '83 Beckman of Holland,Mich., is
inventory control supervisor at Hart & Cooley Inc.
Peggy Griffin '83 Bere of Palos Park, HI., is active
with her company, "Calligraphy by Peggy," and is
a homemaker and mother of three boys. Her
company serves accountssuch as Little Company
of Mary-nursing certificates, Palos Park Police certificates, and also serves the southwest Chicago
area through wedding invitations, birth
announcements, other certificates, etcetera.
Pamela Cushman '83 Boor of Petoskey, Mich., is
married and the mother of two daughters (age
three and age one). She is teaching and performing music in many capacities.
Evan Boote '83 of Columbia, Mo., was certifiedas
a diagnostic radiological physicist by the
American Board of Radiology.
Scott Broekstra'83 of Grand Rapids, Mich., is an
environmentalattorney with Dykema & Gossett in
Grand Rapids.
Sherri Gaff '83 Brown of Chesterfield, Mo., is a
senior research scientist at Monsanto. She is
project leader for a research program to produce
insect-resistantand herbicide-tolerant com using
biotechnology.
Richard Burrell '83 of Clarkston,Mich., was
named the 1993 Oakland County Men's Track
Coach of the Year. He is the varsity men's track
coach at Lake Orion High School. Last spring the
team won its league and county championships.
Beth Anderson '83 Durr of West Helena, Ariz., is
the curriculumcoordinator for a six-school district
special education cooperative. She is also performing in a local dinner theater productionof
Nunsense.
Russell Dykstra '83 of Holland, Mich., is in his
second year as chairpersonof the Family Practice
Department at Holland Community Hospital.
Scott Eding '83 of Bradenton,Fla., was recognized
for his work with Youth in Florida as the organizer of the group's annual retreats,and received a
scholarship from Western Theological Seminary to
develop preachingand communication skills at a
week-long conference.
James EickhoffJr. '83 of Amelia,Ohio, is head of
sales and operations for the Midwest for HOSTS
(Help One Student To Succeed)Corporation. He
is in charge of developing an adult literacy
program for use by companies and literacycoun-

Leah Fisher '83 Ichikawa of East Lansing, Mich.,
is owner/president of Rising Sun Arabians,an
Arabian horse farm.
Todd Kamstra '83 of Zeeland, Mich., is a member
of the Phi Alpha nationalsocial work honor
society.
Elaine Yoshonis '83 Kasten of Plainwell, Mich., is
her fourth year of teaching. She teaches kindergarten and third grade to her two daughters at
home.
Mark Laman '83 of Lake Zurich, 111.,,is a senior
benefit consultantwith Arthur J. Gallagher,the
seventh largest insurancebrokerage house in the
United States.
Johnathan Lein '83 of Wilhamsburg, Mich., is
coordinator of the ProBono Legal Aid Clinic
housed at Third Level Crisis Intervention Center
in TraverseCity, Mich. The clinic serves clients
from throughoutthe Traverse Bay region.
Judith DeWeerd '83 McCammon of Ypsilanti,
Mich., is a consultantat MEDSTAT Systems in
Ann Arbor, Mich. She is taking a short break to
care for her new son, Joshua.
Kayleen Slater '83 Merry and Steve Merry '83
have finished their studiesat Gordon-Conwell
Theological Seminary (Kayleen) and Harvard
School of Public Health (Steve),and have moved
to Gladstone, Mich., in the Upper Peninsula,
where Steve is working with a Christian family
practice group. They plan to return to West Africa
to do public health work in two to three years.
Maria Nicholas '83 has purchased a newly-built
condo in Kentwood, Mich.
in

Michigan Bank's West Ottawa Branch.
Todd Vander Woude '83, who is general manager
of the Harrisburg(Pa.) Senators, has been selected
as the top baseball minor league executive, out of
212 minor league teams, for the 1993 season by the
Sporting News (Oct. 25 issue). The franchise broke
the 250,000 mark in attendancefor the first time

Todd Nisbet

of First

writes.

and the club won the

'83 of Columbia, S.C., is a district
manager with Gates Rubber Co.
Martha La Maire van Lonkhuyzen'83 Norton of
La Crescenta, Calif., participated in a singing tour
of England and Wales with her church choir (the
choir was invited to do so). "1 sang in many cathedrals for people from around the world!,"she

Eastern League

Heide Kapischke '83 Olson of Grayslake, 111., is a
regional sales manager with Stora Papyrus

Championship

Newton Falls.
David Raabe

fifth grade

'83 of Keene, N.H., and a partner
(Richard Watson) have formed Church Woods
I.H.S., a New Hampshire-based company that is
manufacturing and marketing wooden church
supplies. The Host Box is a unique wooden counting ciborium for use in the celebration of Holy

D. Peter Van Eenenaam '83 of Brookline, Mass.,
has completed his final year as a resident in
orthopaedic surgery at Massachusetts General
Hospital, Harvard Medical School.
KristenVer Steeg '83 of Falls Church, Va., is an
attorney in the area of international trade compli-

Communion.

ance with the U.S. Customs Service in

Grand Rapids, Mich., is a
resident in orthopaedic surgery at Blodgett

Washington, D.C.
D. Bruce Young '83 of Goleta, Calif., is in the final
stages of a doctoral program covering optoelectronic device research and has taken up mountain

Jeff Recknagel '83 of

Memorial Medical Center.
Stephen Renae '83 moved to Fort Lauderdale,
Fla., two days before HurricaneAndrew hit. He is
beginninga private practice in infectious diseases
and is involved in a new RCA church. Last
summer he spent two months backpacking
through Western Europe.
Pamela Rezek '83 of Wilmette,111., received a dissertation fellowship from Loyola University.She
completed a pre-doctoral internship on Aug. 31 at
the University of Illinois at Chicago'sCounseling
Center.
Lisa Rietveld'83 lives in the Minneapolis,Minn.,
area and is a print productionmanager at Miller

Meester Advertising.
Daniel Rutt '83 of Toledo, Ohio, is AIDS coordinator with the Lucas County Health Department.
He is currently working on a comprehensive collaborativeHIV prevention needs assessment
project through a grant from the United States
Conferenceof Mayors.
Brenda VanderWerff '83 Schuh of
Mechanicsburg, Pa., is a staff process engineer
with Appleton Papers Inc.
Jill Seyfred '83 of Lexington, Ky., will receive the
Kentucky Commissioner's Award at the National
Center on Child Abuse and Neglect (NCCAN)
conferencein Pittsburgh, Pa., in Dec., 1993.
Judith Spring '83 of Itasca, IU., is advertising production coordinator with The Aberdeen Group.
Martha Szilagyi '83 of BloomfieldHills, Mich., is a
library assistant with the Oakland County Law
Library. To meet requirementsfor planned graduate work, she is taking courses in psychology at
Oakland Community College.
Sheri Jolman '83 Tolodzieckiof DaUas, Texas, is
pursuing a master's degree at Dallas Theological
Seminary.
Dawn Tuttle '83 of Astoria, N.Y., has recently
completedtwo industrials and an educational
video. She is also studyingto receive certification
in sign language within two years.
Jim Vande Guchte '83 is assistant vice president

Lorraine

at

Hyma

the same time.

'83

Vandever

of

Grant, Mich., is a

teacher with the Grant Public Schools.

biking.

Lynn Zimmerman '83 of Rockford, Mich., is a registered professionalengineer and is a project
manager with Fishbeck Thompson Carr & Huber.
John Zoet '83 of Honolulu, Hawaii, recently
opened a branch office for Andover SecuritiesInc.
as a stockbroker.He is an avid scuba diver in his
spare time.
Susannah Kist '84 of Chicago,

111., is

director of the

Lathrop Community Music Center. The center is
an outreach ministry of the Church of the Good
News in Chicago,and is an independent,
non-profit organization which offers music
classesand lessons to the youth, adults and senior
citizensof the Lathrop Homes development.
William Kordenbrock '84 of Okemos, Mich., has
receivedthe American JurisprudenceAward in
Wills and Jurisdiction from Thomas M. Cooley
Law School, where he is a sixth-term student. The
award recognizesthe highest ranking studentin
the study of a particular course.

Douglas Lehman '84 has been promoted to clinical social worker with the Child and Adolescent
Recovery Services Unit with Cedar Springs
Psychiatric Hospital in Colorado Springs, Colo.
Joseph Lyons '84 teaches social studies at New
Trier High School in Illinois.
James Te Winkle '84 of Wilmette,111., is a nurse
educator with Health Management Resources, a
national healthcare company, in training and preventive health.

Duane VandenBrink

'84 of Holland, Mich.,

recently completed a four-month stay in Puerto

Rico. He was part of a mentorship program with
fellow Warner-Lambert Co. colleagues in the analytical department.
Anne Enderlein '84 Winn of Earlysville,Va., is
teaching in a modified resource program and has
implemented the inclusion model at Walker
Upper Elementary in the Charlottesville City
school district.

Winter Happening — A sure cure for cabin fever. Escape the blues by joining us for a day of interesting
seminars, a luncheon, musical entertainmentand a men's basketball game. See page four for details.

cils.

m
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Richard Broene '85 of Brunswick, Maine, is an
assistant professor of chemistry at

James Hop

Bowdoin

'86

has been promoted to account rep-

resentative in the Corporate Banking Department

College. He recently received one of 10 $10,000
grants awarded nationwidefor research from the
Camille and Henry Dreyfus Foundation Inc. of
New York City through the foundation's Faculty
Start-up Grant Program for Undergraduate
Institutions.There were 86 nominations.
Robert Cook '85 is a physicianin the obstetrical/gynecology department at Bums Clinic in
Petoskey, Mich.
Angie Pfeiffer '85 Torster is a medical doctor at
the University eye hospital in Munich, Germany.

of

Comerica Bank's Midland (Mich.) region. He

is

responsible for providing financial services to a
portfolioof large commercial customers.
Peter Lozicki '86 has joined the Southfield, Mich.,
office of Raymond & Prokop P.C., attorneys
counselors, as an associate.

and

Sandra Barcanic '87 Kee and husband Thom live
in Bremerton,Wash., which is opposite Seattleon

Puget Sound.

Moser '87 is a visiting scientistat Wright
Laboratoryin Dayton, Ohio. His work involves

Eric

measuring the microwave properties of high-temperature superconductors.
Greg Olgers '87 has been elected to the Board of
Trusteesof the Holland Area Historical Society.
Ken Arthurs '88 of Grand Rapids, Mich., is teaching reading,language arts and pre-algebraat
Orchard View Middle School with primarily
eighth graders.He completed certification
in elementary general education and in the special
educationareas of mental and emotionalimpairments from Grand Valley State University.
Carin Weisiger '88 Arvidson of Holland, Mich., is
in her fifth year of teaching in the West Ottawa
School District.

Kurt Arvidson '88 of Holland, Mich., recently
portfolio manager with Stokes & Co.,
InvestmentCounselors, of Grand Rapids, Mich.
Jeffrey Bacon '88 is doing a three-year residence
in internal medicine at Barnes Hospital at
Washington University in St. Louis, Mo.

Alumni Arts
competition

became a

Brian Bartels '88 of Holland, Mich.,

Alumni Opus/Alumni Invitational Art Show
Recognition of alumni talents & achievements
in the visual and literary arts
* competitionin

*

all

forms

of the visual arts and creative writing

presentation of selected works in the second alumni invitationalshow in

women and men who
Hope College,whether or

1. Competition is open to

1. Competition is open to

all

all

women and men who

have been enrolledat
not they graduated,and identify their association
with a class year (ie, '42, '69, 78, '86, '91).

have been enrolledat Hope College, whether or
not they graduated,and identify their association
with a class year (ie, '42, '69, 78, '86, ‘91).

Current Hope students are ineligible.Entries
should be recent works, i.e. works executed

Current Hope students are ineligible.Entries
should representrecent work, i.e. writing that has
been done during the past three years. Graduates

during the last three years. Graduates of the
Classes of 1991, 1992 and 1993 must submit
work done after leavingHope.
2. Entrantsmust submit good quality slides.In the

of the Classes of 1991, 1992 and 1993 must
submit work done after leaving Hope.
2. Entriesmust be typed, double-spaced, on one
side of white, 8.5 by 11 inch paper. The name

case of three-dimensional works, at least two
views are required. Slidesmust includethe fol-

and address of the author should appear at the
top of the right-handcorner of the first page. All
subsequent pages must be numbered at the top

lowing information:indicationof top of slide,
title of work, dimensionsof work, media and
artist'sname. The informationrequested on the

right-handcorner, and the author'slast name or
the title of the work must appear in the top
right-handcorner of each page. The information

form provided with these rules must accompany
the slide(s). A piece of paper no smaller than 3

3

of Art

GUIDELINES,THE LITERARY ARTS

GUIDELINES, THE VISUAL ARTS

by 5 inches may be used insteadof the form as
long as it contains the necessary information
(pleaseprint or type). Slides should represent

requested on the form provided with these rules

works that are ready for exhibition.The judges
reserve the right to refuse a work that varies

instead of the form as long as it containsthe necessary information(pleaseprint or type).

must accompany the work(s). A piece of paper
no smaller than 3 by 5 inches may be used

markedly from the slide presentation.
Each entrant may submit no more than three

3. Each entrant may submit no more than three

entries.

4. Entries should be mailed to: Alumni Opus; Hope
CollegePublic Relations; 141 E. 12th St.; P0 Box
9000; Holland,Ml 49422-9000.

entries.

4. Slide entries should be mailed to: Alumni
Invitational;Hope College Public Relations;141

E. 12th St.; P0 Box 9000; Holland,Ml
49422-9000.
5. Slide entries must be postmarkedno later than
Monday,May 30, 1994. Hope Collegewill make

5. Entries

must be postmarked no

every effort to returnslides at the close of the

receipt, return or

assumes all

show

conditionof entries. The sender

risks.

6. The decisionof the judges is final.
7. The Office of PublicRelationsretains the right to

The sender assumes all risks.
6. The judges will select entries for displayin the
gallery of the DePree Art Center. The alumni
invitational

later than

Monday, May 30, 1994. Hope Collegewill make
every effort to return entries at the close of the
competition but will not be responsiblefor the

competition but will not be responsiblefor the
receipt, returnor conditionof the slide entries.

publish in the December, 1994, edition of news
from Hope College and in a special bookletto be
distributed in the gallery of the DePree Art Center

will run during Octoberof

1994.

(and availablethrough the Alumni Office) any
poem, short story or other piece of creative

7. Winners will be notified by mail, at which time
they will receive informationregarding the shipment of works.

writing entered in the competition.Selected

may also be reproduced in reviewsor subsequent Alumni Opus-relatedpromotional
materials.No other rights are retainedby Hope
pieces

8. The Office of Public Relationsretains the right to
photograph for reproduction in the December,
1994, issue of news from Hope College, and in
promotional or review

College.

future Invitational-related

literature, any piece of art displayed in the
alumni invitational show.

For further informationcontactGreg Olgers,
Officeof Public Relations, (616) 394-7860.

Alumni Arts Entry Form
Name:

Opus

Alumni Invitational

Address:
City:

Alumni

O
O

Grad class:

_

State:
Title

ministrypromotes contemporary Christian concerts and gives the proceedsafter cost to
organizations or individuals in need.
Anna Glendening '88 Beird of Portland, Mich., is
a special educationteacher at Forest Hills Central
High School in Grand Rapids, Mich.
Jeff Beird '88 of Portland, Mich., is director of
Lansing, Mich.

news from Hope College
sponsored by the Hope College Alumni Association and the Department

an assistant

Mid-MichiganMRI-Sparrow Hospital,in

the gallery of the Hope College DePree Art Center and in a special insert to

*:•

is

manager with Russ' Restaurants. He is in the
process of forming New Hope Music Ministry
with Claudia Nykamp and Mark Dalman. The

Zip:

Poem, Story or Media?

Kelly McKinley '88 Boatman of Bloomington,
Ind., is environmentalproject manager with the
Monroe County Solid Waste District in
Bloomington.
Vincent Boraas Jr. '88 is a missionary
associate/English
teacher at Yokosuka Gakuin
Jr./Sr. High School in Japan. In April he will
become the first non-Japaneseto become a
tenuredteacher at the school.
Kelly Boyer '88 of Spring Lake, Mich., is working
for American Airlines as a Spanish (and soon
Italian) translator on international flightsout of
Chicago's O'Hare Airport.
Mark Bradley '88 of Seattle, Wash., is an attorney
with the SeattlePublic Defender.
Lawrence Brouwer '88 of Rockford, Mich., and
wife Kathleenhave purchased their first home, in
Cannon Township. They have also both started
residency training in family practice at St. Mary's
Hospital in Grand Rapids.
ChristopherBrown '88 of South Bend, Ind., is in
his second year of family practice residency.
Kirk Brumels '88 of Foxboro, Mass., is an assistant
athletic trainer with the New England Patriots
Football Club.
Scott Buhrmaster '88 of Chicago, 111., is a research
director with Calibre Press Inc., and is involvedin
research for a textbook on drug interdiction for
law enforcement.
Sarah Birdsall '88 Carl of Holland, Ohio, has
receivedher doctor of optometry degree and is
practicing in Toledo, Ohio.
Anne Carpenter-Smith '88 of Winchester,Mass.,
is a staff psychologist with the Eating Disorders
Program at North Shore Children'sHospital in
Salem, Mass.
Sandi VanDerWerff '88 Crouch of Ft. Collins,
Colo., teaches physical educationand coaches at
Cache La Poudre Jr. High.
Ted Custer '88 of Holland, Mich., teaches with the
Wyoming Public Schools and was nominated for
special education teacher of the year honors in
Kent County.
Tim deForest'88 and Susan Buttrey '89 deForest
of Holland,Mich., have returned to their teaching
jobs with the West Ottawa schoolsafter taking
leaves of absences to do mission work in India,
Africa and Thailand,
James DeWitt '88 of West Chester, Pa., is a special
education teacherand varsity assistant football
coach in Coatesville,Pa.
John Engel '88 of La Grange, 111., is a socialstudies
teacher (psychology, citizenshipand world
history)and cross country coach at Geneva
Community High School. He is also continuing
coursework for a master1 s degree in political
science.
Janis Gaillard '88 Evink of Hamilton,Mich., has

been promoted to tax specialistwith Haworth Inc.
She is also a core member of Harvest Christian
Fellowshipchurch plant in Hamilton and pursuing an MBA at Western Michigan University.
Tammy Flanders '88 of Fort Plain, N.Y., is an
outdoor educatorwith GenesisAccount Christian
Outdoor School.She travelsto differentcamps in
California,Oregon, Pennsylvaniaand Washington
state, teaching curriculumfor fifth through eighth
grade students in natural science and environmental educationto increase the students'
awareness of God's love through a better understanding of His creation.

Craig Forsman '88 of Chicago, 111., is
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a

self-employed five-year note trader at The
Chicago Board of Trade. He also spends a great
deal of time renovating real estatein Chicago.
Todd Fortner '88 of Southfield, Mich., is a marketing specialist(Asia) at Litton Industrial
Automation/Lamb
Technicon in Warren, Mich.
Hayley Froysland '88 of Charlottesville,Va., is
pursuinga doctorate in history at the University of
Virginia.

Steven Geerligs '88 has completed his second
degree in mechanicalengineering at Grand Valley
State Universityand is enrolled in the master's
program at Western Michigan University. He and
wife Elizabeth are remodeling a home they purchased in Jenison, Mich,
Frank Gerber '88 of Chicago, 111., is working
toward an MBA in economics and marketing at
the University of Chicago.
Laurel Housenga'88 Grose of Holland,Mich., is
teachinga combination of first grade and third
grade at Bentheim Elementaryin Hamilton,Mich.
Stephen Grose '88 of Holland, Mich., recently
became a quality engineer at Prince Corporation.
He has worked in various capacities at Prince for
the past four years.
Chris Habben '88 of Pasadena,Calif., is pursuing
an M.S. in marital and family therapy at Fuller
Seminary in Pasadena.

Shana Helmholdt'88

of Rolling

Meadows, 111.,

was diagnosed with leukemia in March of 1993,
undenvent chemotherapy and is now in remission. She has returnedto her studies at Forest
Instituteof Professional Psychology,where she is
pursuinga doctorate in clinical psychology.She is
doing her psychodiagnostictrainingat Elgin
Mental Health Center, an Illinois state hospital,
doing psychologicalevaluations for forensic
patients who have been found "unfit to stand
trial" or "not guilty for reason of insanity" for
various crimes.

Blaque Hough

'88 of

Allegan, Mich., is a

member

of the Michigan and Florida Bars, and practices

law in Ottawa County.
Barbara Haan Kiekintveld'88 of Holland, Mich.,
teaches in a special education resourceroom at
Grand Haven Senior High School.
Hisatsugu Kitahara '88 of Cambridge, Mass.,
received a Whiting Foundation Fellowshipfrom
Harvard University. The fellowships are awarded
annually to only 10 graduate students in the
humanitiesfor full-time dissertationwork.
David Kortering'88 of Haslett, Mich., is a health
physicist in radiological health with the Michigan
Department of Public Health. He recently
appeared on the national news program Prime
Time Live with Diane Sawyer during a feature on
mammography that was filmed during an annual
survey (inspection)of a mammography facility in
Southfield, Mich.
Stanley Koutstaal'88 of Lubbock, Texas, is in the
doctoral program for marriageand family therapy
at Texas Tech University in Lubbock.
Mark Kuhlmann '88 of Tallahassee, Fla., is a doctoral studentin biological science at Rorida State
University.

Kathleen Lindhout '88 of Grand Rapids, Mich.,
gave up teaching and is a physician assistant for
Harbor Point Medical in Muskegon, Mich.
Jodi Noorman '88 MacLean works at ITT
Automotive in Auburn Hills, Mich., and in the
evenings teaches piano lessons privately in the
Detroit area. She is also studying with pianist
Stephen Vaglica and plans to give her first solo
recital this

winter.

Sharron Stephens '88 Michos of Ann Arbor,
Mich., is an account executive at Seagram & Singer
Inc.

Kari Moore '88 of Kent City, Mich., is a mathematics teacher and cheerleadingcoach at Grant
High School.
Deborah Lowell '88 Olson attended missionary
training schools with Youth With a Mission, and
during 1992 did outreachin the U.S., Jamaica and
Peru. She and husband David are expecting their
first child in December, and hope to return to the
mission field full-time.

Ken Osborne '88 of Holland, Mich., works for
Prince Corp. and is also part-owner of Sports
Express Inc. (which has stores in Fludsonville and
Kalamazoo).He also teaches Sunday school at
Central Wesleyan.
Stephen Paulsen '88 has renounced his successful
career in corporatecomputing with EDS, under
contract to AT&T. Instead, he has returned to
school to pursue a master of fine arts degree in
theatre management/ arts administration from the
University of Alabama and the Alabama
Shakespeare Festival in Montgomery,Ala. He
intends to merge his informationsystems expertise into the modern theory and practice of arts
administration
to help create a new level of management excellence in the nonprofit arts world.
Brian Pereira '88 of Singapore was recently promoted to assistant director. Outward Bound

Singapore. He received an EC-ASEAN

Scholarshipto pursue an

MBA

in Italy for 1.5

Lori Pederson '88 Petrovichof Fitchburg, Wis., is
a

research scientistwith

1

Dwight Ten Huisen '88

of

Champaign, 111.,is

pursuing a doctorate and working as a teaching
assistantat the University of Illinois. He and wife
Heather Raak '88 Ten Huisen were in Germany
from October of 1992 through August of 1993 on
an exchange program through the university.
Heather Raak '88 Ten Huisen of Champaign, 111.,
receivedher teacher certificationlast fall and is
finishing her master's degree in December.
Peter Van Conant '88 of Holland, Mich., is a
power production programmer/analyst for the
Holland Board of Public Works at the James
DeYoung Power Plant.
Carol Dejonge '88 Van Deelen of Lansing,
Mich., is a fifth grade teacher at Lansing Christian
High School.
Bill VanderBilt '88 of Holland, Mich., works in
the finance area for Prince Co.
James VanEenenaam '88 of Long Beach, Calif., is
in the MBA program at Pepperdine University.
Dirk Van Putten '88 of Holland,Mich., supervises a plant at night for Cascade Engineering in
Grand Rapids.
Susan Walter '88 of East Lansing, Mich., is
working toward a doctoratein sport psychology/motor development at Michigan State
University.
Gerielle Waltz-Stewart '88 of Kalamazoo, Mich.,
is coordinator of adolescent servicesthrough

Gateway Services.
Jennifer Westveer '88 Wendell of Everett, Wash.,
is a part-time branch assistant with Transamerica
Financial.

Werum

an
Indiana University,and

'88 of Bloomington, Ind., is

associate instructor at

earlierthis year received a teaching award at the

university. She also receiveda Spencer
Foundation dissertation fellowship for the
1993-94 academic year, and expects to finish her
doctoratein sociologyand American studies by
the

summer

of 1994.

Maria Westerhoff '88 and family in December
are relocating to the Minneapolis, Minn., area
from Eugene, Ore.
Anne Jones '88 White of Portland, Ore., teaches
sixth grade at Emmaus Christian School.
Robin Kasten '88 Wilson of Middleburg, Fla., is
treasurer of the Navy Medical Wives Club
(OakleafClub), has been her church's secretary
for two years, and is involved in Christian
Coalition — nationally and in Clay County, Fla.
Kathryn Bruins '88 Winkler of Holland,Mich., is
working toward her elementaryeducationcertification at Grand Valley State University.
Scott Wolterink '88 of Gurnee, 111., is director of
career planning and placement at Lake Forest
(111.) College. A 1992 graduate of the University
of Vermont, he is a 1992 recipient of the Kenneth
P. Saurman Memorial Award, which recognizes
outstandinggraduates in the university's higher
educationadministration
program.

Raymund Woo

'88 of

Oak

Park, Mich., is

com-

pleting his residency in orthopaedic surgery at
the Detroit Medical Center.
Jill Foley '89

Adams

of Holland, Mich., has
accepted the position of inorganic laboratory

section manager with Western Michigan
Environmental Services of Holland.
JenniferBingham-Maas '89 of Tulsa, Okla., is a
speech language pathologistat the Neurologic
RehabilitationInstitute,working with
head-injuredadults.
Norman Bingham-Maas '89 is a hydrologist
with the NationalWeather Service at the
Arkansas-Red River Basin River forecasting
center at Tulsa, Okla.
Timothy Cotter '89 of Fort Myers, Fla., has been
admitted to the Florida Bar. He is associated with
Guardian Title Co. at its Tamiami Trail office in

EE

certified physician

assistant working at the Blanchard (Mich.) Care

Clinic, operated

Rohm & Haas.

Heidi Pickelman '88 of Chicago, 111., is enrolled
in a doctoral program in clinical psychology,and
has also started a job as a biofeedbacktherapist at
the Pain and Rehabilitation Clinic of Chicago.
Mark Priebe '88 is currently in his second year of
residency in family practice at St. Joseph’s
Medical Center in South Bend, Ind.
Veronica Ruiz-Persenaire'88 of Holland,Mich.,
is pursuing a doctorate in counselingpsychology
at Western Michigan University.
Tamara Swain '88 Simmons of Mt. Clemens,
Mich., works in a coronary care unit at Bon
Secours Hospital in Grosse Pointe, Mich. She
traveled to England, Scotland, Belgium and
Germany in November, and is the "mother" of a
three-leggedcat and a boxer dog.
Jacqueline Spreitzer '88 of Jenison, Mich.,
teaches religion to students in grades nine, 1 and
12 at St. Philip CatholicCentral High School in
Battle Creek, Mich.
Mark Sterkenburg'88 of Pittsburgh,Pa., is
eastern regional sales manager with P&R Foods.

Regina

Bob Toth

Naples, Fla.

Dien Kim Duong '89 is a

years.

by

Sheridan Community

Hospital.

SteffanyDawson '89 Gomak is a scientifictechnician for the South Florida Water Management
Districtin Okeechobee, Fla. She also teaches part
time at Indian River

Community College.

Cynthia Grate '89 is a crisis worker for The Ark
for Runaways in Kalamazoo, Mich.
Rhonda Hesche '89 Kuyers and her mother participated in the

Hope-HollandCommunity Day

'93 of Eugene, Ore., is in graduate

school at the University of Oregon, studying ath-

Meghan Tuynman

Sept. 4,

Denise Knoll '92 and James Blunk, May 29,

medicine.

letic

Tamara Bleitz '92 and Steven Barber,
1993, Saugatuck,Mich.

'93 is in the first-yearclass of

the Kirksville(Mo.) College of Osteopathic
Medicine. She received a Dean's scholarshipin
recognition of her academic excellence.
Merry Westenbroek'93 of Zeeland, Mich., is
senior caseworkerfor the Salvation Army's
Homeless AssistanceProgram in Grand Rapids,
Mich. "I enjoy my work very much and hope to
pursue a graduate degree part-timein the near

1993, Grand Rapids, Mich.

Stephen Ramsey '92 and Kimberly Wireman,
Sept. 4, 1993, South Shore, Ky.
Amy Groothuis '93 and Clifford Westendorp,

June 11, 1993.
Jaclynn Boeve '94 and Clayton Lubbers, July 9,
1993.

Kimberly Frieling '96 and Carl Bosch, May 22,
1993, East Saugatuck,Mich.

future," she writes.

September as clowns, passingout balloons.
David Michael '89 is a 1st Lt. in the U.S Marine
Corps, flying KC-130s. He is stationed at Cherry
Pt. Marine Corps Air Station in North Carolina.
His main mission is aerial refueling and troop
support.
in

Deaths

SPACE

SQUEEZE

Alumni submissions so

Janet Bouma '23 Baker died on Wednesday,
Sept. 1, 1993.

greatly

She was bom in Gano, 111., in 1900, and as the
daughter of a minister moved from parsonage to
parsonage in Illinois, Iowa, Michigan and New

Sharon Mondloch '89 is assistant director of a
treatment program for mentally ill adults at
Jewish Family Services in Baltimore, Md.

exceeded our space allocation for

Tauna Jecmen '89 VanderBilt of Holland, Mich.,
is a business consultant for West Beach

advanced degrees had to be withheld
from this issue. The missing entries
will appear in February.Sorry!

"classnotes" that the births and

Associates.

David White Jr. '89 of Portland, Ore., is a partner
Greens By White.
David Widmer '89 is currently finishing his last
year at Princeton (N.J.) Theological Seminary. He
recentlyreturned from a year-long internship
(year out) as an assistant minister in Belfast,
Northern Island. The program is run through the
seminary, and is a special ministryopportunity
for one student chosen from the school's body
each year. He was serving The McCracken
Memorial Presbyterian Church in Southern
Belfast,which borderson the paramilitary action
of the I.R.A. and U.D.A.

Jersey.

While
'24

in

roomed with Isla Pruim
was
Tunis Baker '23, who died in

college she

Van Eenenaam

the wife of the late

in Voorhees Hall. She

August of 1982.
After graduating from Hope, she taught
English in Coopersville,Mich., for three years.
Most of her married life was spent in New

at

Marriages

Jersey.

Elmer Hartgerink '39 and Esther Gates, Aug.
13.

1993.

Deborah Glashower '74 and James Moore,
Aug. 26, 1993, Grand Rapids, Mich.
Brian Beckman '82 and Susan Wise, Aug. 7,
1993, Holland, Mich.
Timothy Laman '83 and Cheryl Knott, May
30.

1993.

In 1959, she and her husband moved to
Holland, Mich., where he was a member of the
Hope faculty. They moved to Leisure World in
Seal Beach, Calif., in September of 1977.
Surviving are a son, James Baker '57 of Long
Beach, Calif.; a daughter, Barbara Baker '52
DeYoung of Livermore, Colo.; eight grandchildren; and nine great-grandchildren.

Todd Nisbet ’83 and Renee Hudson, March

1990s

20.

Bridget McManus '90 is beginning work on a
doctoratein Spanish literatureat the University
of Chicago.
John Mitchell'90 is a 1st Lt. with the U.S. Marine
Corps, and recently reported for duty with
Headquarters Battalion, 2nd Marine Division,
Marine Corps Base, Camp Lejeune, N.C.
Elizabeth Murphy '90 is teachingsixth graders
with learning disabilitiesin Tampa, Fla.
Marilyn Noguera '90, after three years of
working with Comorian teachers of Englishand
women's development groups in the Comoros, is
trainingdirectorfor the next group of Peace
Corps volunteers assignedto the Comoros
Islands in the Indian Ocean.
Robert Reynolds '90 of Royersford,Pa., is head
systems analyst for Pierce Leahy Archives in
King of Prussia, Pa.
Brent VanBlois '90 of Canton Township, Mich.,
is employedby Ford Motor Co.
Karin Wiechmann '90 of Indianapolis, Ind., was
admitted to the IndianaState Bar on Oct. 22, 1993,
after successfully passing the Indiana State Bar
exam given July 22-23, 1993.
Eric Lindstrom '91 of Ann Arbor, Mich., is a business accountantwith Kesley Hayes.
Delynn Pedersen '91 Mallen is a half-time,
first-grade teacherat Congress Park School in
Brookfield,

111.

Jason Burtis '92 teaches Spanish and French at
Owosso (Mich.) High School.
JulianaCarlson '92 in August began a two-year
assignment as a residential counselorand advocate at Rosebrooks Center in Kansas City, Kan.
She is a Mennonite Voluntary Service (MVS)
worker.
Chris Collins '92 is a physical education/social
studies teacher and boys' varsity basketball coach
for the White Pine (Mich.) School District.
Stephen Ramsey '92 is a district representative to
the paper/pulp and leather tanning industries in
Grand Rapids, Mich., for Buckman Laboratories
Inc. of Memphis, Tenn.
Kathleen Shutt '92 of Columbia, S.C., is working
toward a graduate degree in statisticsat the
University of South Carolina.
Matthew Chalmers '93 of Plainwell,Mich., is
teaching fifth grade in the Delton-KelloggSchool
System.
Karen deNicola '93 of Albion, Mich., is a certified
aide of St. John School, a private school.
KirstenStoesser '93 is working at the University
of Oregon in the NeurosciencesResearch
Institute.

Kirsten Sullivan '93 is teaching seventh grade

English, reading

and

French at

Whittemore-PrescottJunior/SeniorHigh School.
She also coaches the seventh grade Lady
Cardinalsbasketball team.
Laura Swinehart '93 of Fort Worth, Texas, is
teaching sixth grade reading, Englishand social
studies with the Fort Worth Independent School
District.

1993.

Cindi Paff '83 and Clay Pope, Nov. 28, 1992,
Tryon, N.C.
Kent Franken '85 and Margaret Poisson, July
25. 1993. Ann Arbor, Mich.
Margaret Marsters '85 and Michael
Lamberson, Sept. 18, 1993, Bloomfield, N.J.
Angie Pfeiffer '85 and AlexanderTorster,
Aug. 29, 1992, Munich, Germany.
Craig Ackermann '86 and Christine
Kokmeyer, April 10, 1993.
Sandra Barcanic'87 and Thom Kee, Aug. 21,
1993, Chicago, 111.
Donald HillebrandsII '87 and Maija Kompsie,
July

10,

1993.

Kurt Arvidson '88 and Carin Weisiger '88,
June 27, 1992.
Jeff Beird '88 and Anna Glendening '88, May

Wesley Bonzelaar '61 of Grand Rapids,
Wednesday,Sept. 8, 1993, after a

Mich., died on

bout with cancer. He was 54.
He was principal at Bauerwood Elementary
School in Jenison, Mich., until his retirementin
August for health reasons. An administratorat
the school districtfor 22 years, he had spent the
last 16 as Bauerwood's principal.
In addition to Hope, he held degrees from
Western Michigan University, Eastern Michigan
Universityand the Universityof Michigan.
He and his wife, Helen, had been involved
with an "overground" railroad to help Central
American political refugees attain freedom.
Some they took into their home while finding
legal help for them.
Survivors includehis wife, Helen; his father,
Herman; and his brother, Calvin.

30, 1993.

Deborah Lowell '88 and David Olson, Dec. 19,
1992.

Michael Maurer '88 and Brenda Thelen,

May

22.

1993.

26.

Myra Przybyla'88 and Dennis Stockdale, June
1993. Parma, Ohio.
Sharron Stephens '88 and Jim Michos '89, May

29.

1993.

Dec. 12, 1992.
Jennifer Westveer '88 and Carl Wendell, May
1992,

Grand Rapids, Mich.

BarbaraWhitehouse

'88

and Paul Miller,June,

1993.

Norman Bingham '89 and Jennifer Maas '89,
Aug. 2, 1992, Shrewsbury, Vt.
Carin Borr '89 and James Von Ins Jr., June 26,
1993, Holland, Mich.
Jennifer Brown '89 and Albert Brooks, Aug.
14. 1993, Clark Summit, Pa.
Steffany Dawson '89 and Steven Gomak,
April 24, 1993, Grand Rapids,Mich.
Heather Lawrence '89 and Michael Hehl, Aug.
20. 1993, Jackson, Mich.
Thomas Carlisle '90 and Kelly De Long '90,
July 31, 1993, Holland,Mich.
Andrew Hakken '90 and Cara Aprea, Sept. 11,
1993, TraverseCity, Mich.
Dave King '90 and Julie McCoy '92, July 31,
1993, East Lansing,Mich.
Robert Reynolds '90 and Colleen Daly, April
17.

1993,

Brent VanBlois '90 and Rebecca Weigle

'91,

Sept. 25, 1993.

Kurt De Goede '91 and Beth Dreyer '91, June
1993, Holland,Mich.
Arthur Grimes Jr. '91 and Julie Norman '93,
June 25, 1993, Holland,Mich.
Marcia Perzee '91 and Steven Davage, Aug. 7,
1993, Danforth,111.
Kelly Powers '91 and Lisa Partenio, June 26,
1993, Holland, Mich.
Patricia Stegink '91 and Tony Villanueva,
Sept. 18, 1993, Holland, Mich.
26.

year at

Hope.

On May

Sandi VanDerWerff '88 and Scott Crouch,
June 19, 1993.
DeWayne Weaver '88 and Melissa Taylor,

30.

Clifford A. Bos '56 of Muskegon,Mich., died
on Monday, Sept. 20, 1993, at his residence.He
was 63.
He was bom to H. Clifford and Adelaide Bos
on April 6, 1930, in Muskegon,and had been a
life resident. He completed high school, and one

14, 1954, he married the former
Ardis Duiser, who survives.
He was retiredfrom Sargent Specialty&
Machine Co. He was a member of the Model
"A" Club and of Unity Reformed Church, where
he had formerly served as a deacon and a
Sunday School teacher.
In additionto his wife, survivorsinclude four
children, Cheryl (Marc) Dobberstein, Steven
(Marilee) Bos and Debra (James) Boes, all of
Muskegon, and Kristine (Michael) Benson of
Spring Lake, Mich.; eight grandchildren;one
sister,Lois (Dr. William E.) Huang of LeHigh
Acres, Fla.; and one brother, David (Millicent)
Bos of Whitehall,Mich.
Arie Brouwer '56 of Teaneck, N.J., died on
Thursday, Oct. 7, 1993, of cancer at his home.
He was 58.
He received an honorary doctorate from

Hope

in

May

of 1983.

He was bom

in Inwood, Iowa, and was

raised near Edgerton.

After graduating from Western Theological
Seminary in 1959, he served Corinth Reformed
Church in Byron Center, Mich., and Bethel
Reformed Church in Passaic, N.J.
In 1968 he began his career as an RCA staff
member, serving until 1983 as secretary for
program, executive secretaryand general secretary.

He also held two major ecumenical positions.
In 1983 he went to Geneva, Switzerlandto serve

as deputy general secretary for the World
Council of Churches (1983-84). He then
returned to New York to become general secretary of the National Council of Churches (NCC)
(1985-89). After leaving the NCC he founded
Middle East Peace Makers, a Christianstudy
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and action network.
From October of 1992 until May of 1993,
when his illnessmade it impossibleto continue,
he served as interimpastor of the Community
Reformed Church of Glen Rock, NJ.
Survivors includehis wife, Harriet, and four
grown children: Milton, Charla, Patricia and
Steven.

originations grew from

Hospital.

death. She was

in

00 million to SI

He was active in the banking industryand in
the community. He served on the financial
management committee and the legislativecommittee of the MortgageBankers Associationof
America, and was vice president and a member
of the Board of Governorsof the Mortgage
Bankers Associationof Michigan.
He was also a member of the Detroit
Zoological Society, Detroit Institute of Arts,
Cranbrook Instituteof Science and Detroit
Symphony OrchestraHall.
After earning his bachelor of arts degree
from Hope, he served in the U.S. Air Force in
Texas, Arizona,Taiwan and Missouri, attaining
the rank of captain. Upon completinghis
servicein the Air Force in 1971, he earned a
master of business administrationdegree from
the Universityof Michigan in 1973.
He is survived by his wife, Stephanie; daughters, Michelle, Cheryl and Julie; his parents,
Arthur and Doris; his brother, Kenneth; and his
two sisters, Sally Zuithoff and Susan TeRonde.

Frieda Boone '29 Buys of Mount Pleasant,
Mich., died on Monday, Oct. 4, 1993, in the
Isabella County Medical Care Facility in Mt.
Pleasant. She was 86.
She was born in Holland, Mich., on June 5,
1907, to Fred and Mary (Huntly) Boone. She
graduated from Holland High School in 1925.
She married Adrian G. Buys in 1928 in Holland,
Mich.
She was a member of Hope Church in
Holland and the P.E.O. Sisterhood. She was a
volunteer at church and at the Holland City
Her husband preceded her

SI

billion.

also preceded in death by a son, James; and a

Maxine Boone.
Surviving are a daughter, Mary Jeanne and
her husband Daniel Pattison of Mt. Pleasant; a
daughter-in-law, Kay and and her husband
Daryl Hartzler of Lake Odessa, Mich.; five
grandchildren, Christine Pattison, Norman
Pattison and Jamie Pattison, all of Mt. Pleasant,
Gerald Buys and his wife Lori of Clarksville,and
Mary Kay and her husband Denny Cook of Lake
Odessa; and two great-grandchildren,Emily
Buys and Katie Buys.
sister,

Lester Diekema '41 of Niles, Mich., died on
Sunday, Aug. 29, 1993, at his home followinga
five-month illness. He was 73.
Bom on Oct. 20, 1919, in Peoria, 111., he had
lived in Niles since 1957. On Dec. 20, 1946, in
Lansing, Mich., he married the former Billie
Fish, who survives.

He was a retired high school principalin
Berrien Springs, Mich. He was a veteran of
World War II, servingin the U.S. Army.
In additionto his degree from Hope, he held
a master's degree from Michigan State
University. He was a member of the First
PrebyterianChurch.
In addition to his wife, survivors include a
son, Benjamin C. Diekema of Niles; a daughter,
Laura Jean Schelstraeteof Niles; two grand-

Douglas Cook '66 of Troy, Mich., died on
Monday, Oct. 1, 1993, at his home of cancer. He
1

was 49.

He was senior vice president, Comerica
Incorporatedand Comerica Bank, and president
of Comerica Mortgage Corporation.
During his 20-year career with Comerica, he
held management positions in the Credit,
Commercial Lending and Mortgage departments. He assumed responsibility for
Comerica's residentialmortgage activities in

daughters,Nicole Diekema

James "Casey" Friesema '49 of Harper
Woods, Mich., died of a heart attack on
Wednesday,Aug. 25, 1993, in Cottage Hospital
in Grosse Pointe Farms, Mich. He was 69.
He was born in Detroit, Mich., and graduat-

ership, Comerica's mortgage servicing business
grew from $1 billion to $4 billion,and its loan
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1986 and became presidentof Comerica
Mortgage Corporation in 1989. Under his lead-
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but there ate

love her."

— Daniel Webster said of

his

alma mater, Dartmouth

ed from SoutheasternHigh School. His degree
from Hope was in businessadministration.
After serving in the U.S. Navy during World
War II, he worked at the now defunct Hudson
Motor Car Co. in Detroit. He was vice-president of Friesema Bros. Printing Co. in Detroit
from 1954 until the businessclosed in 1972.
He was then employed as Wayne County
port commissionerand later as the Wayne
County Soldiers and Sailors Relief commissioner. He retired in 1986.
He was a former member of the Disabled
American Veterans National Executive
Committee and a former chairperson of the
Wayne County Veterans Trust Fund.
Surviving are his wife of 39 years, Lucille
NiesluchowskiFriesema; a daughter, Diana
L. Lascu; a son, James R. Jr.; and two grandchildren.

Anne Heyboer

'30 Huizenga of Jenison,

Mich., died on Saturday,Oct. 9, 1993. She
84.

was

She was preceded in death by her husband,
John S., and a son, Jon.
Surviving are her children, Marcia and Jim
Cox of FarmingtonHills, Mich., Sharon and
Tom Visser of Jenison, Mary Huizenga of
Cutlerville, Mich., and Jane and Gregg Bareman
of Hudsonville,Mich.; her grandchildren,
Martha and Janna Cox, Jon Visser, Jim and
Debbie Visser, Jane and Bob Genzink, and Lea
Bareman; her great-grandson,Randy; her
brother, Hubert (Joey) Heyboer; her
sister-in-law, Cynthia Huizenga; and several
nieces and nephews.

Edward H. Kuiper '62 of Troy, Mich., died
on Sunday, May 16, 1993, of leukemia. He was
53.

Bom in Holland,Mich., he held an M. A. from
Western MichiganUniversity. He taught for
three years in South Haven, Mich., and was in
his 28th year as a high school counselorin Royal

Oak, Mich., when he died.
Surviving are his wife, Esther Harpham '64
Kuiper;his children, Julie and Marc; his mother,
Margaret, of Sun City, Ariz.; and his sister, Pat,
of Lexington,Ky.

Thomas Malewitz '51 of Harleysville, Pa.,
died on Wednesday,Oct. 6, 1993, after a battle
with cancer. He was 64.
He was bom on April 13, 1929, in Holland,
Mich. He attended the Holland Public Schools,
graduating in 1947.
After graduating from Hope with a bachelor' s of science in anatomy, he went on to receive
his master's degree from the University of
Kansas at Lawrence.He receivedhis doctorate
in histologyfrom Michigan State Universityin
East Lansing in 1953.
He taught at Michigan State University;at
the Universityof Florida at Gainesville; and at
the Medical College of Pennsylvania in
Philadelphia.
His last 25 years were spent teachingnurses
and pre-medical students at Villanova (Pa.)
University. He was the health-related
science
advisor and the faculty advisor for Alpha
Epsilon Delta, the nationalpre-medical honor
society.

He was a member of the Upper Dublin
Lutheran Church of Ambler, Pa.
Survivors include his wife, Irene Little '51
Malewitz; three children, Debra Guerry of Belle
Glade, Fla., Pamela Richards of Warrington, Pa.,
and T. David, a member of the Green Berets,
Special Forces; and seven grandchildren.
William Pekich '74 of Grand Rapids, Mich.,
died on Tuesday, Nov. 2, 1993. He was 41.
Surviving are his wife, Barbara; four children, Edith, William Jr., Robert and Jeanette; his
father,Steven; and a brother, Steven Pekich.

Hope's

a little college, yet for 132 years it
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—
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the love and support of
friends.
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will result in a 1993 income tax deduction.

Edwin Ratering '47 of Holland, Mich., died
on Monday, Oct. 18, 1993, at his home. He was
71.

He was a member and former elder of Third
Reformed Church.
Surviving are his wife, Adrianna(Sue); his
children, Cathy and Ronald Sterling of Berea,
Ohio, Eric and Rebecca Rateringof Green Lake,
Wis., Kurt and Laurie Ratering of South Lyon,
Mark Ratering of Holland, and Martha and
Robert Dow of Waterford,Conn.; and 12 grandchildren.
Jac Tigelaar '30 of Holland,Mich., died unexpectedly on Wednesday, Oct. 6, 1993, at Holland

Community Hospital.He was 84.
He was a member of the Third Reformed
Church. Prior to his retirement he was a
research chemist with Evans Products in Grand

Rapids, Mich., and later with Cadillac Products
in Warren, Mich. Following retirement, he was
active in the InternationalExecutive Service
Corps, providing volunteer consultationwith
developingbusinessesin Third World countries.
Survivingare his wife, Florence; his children,
Donna and Andrew Franks of Farmington Hills,
Mich., and Dr. Robert and Mary Tigelaar of

Guilford,Conn.; six grandchildren;one
great-grandchild;a brother, Arie and Nanette
Tigelaar of Grand Rapids; brother-in-law;and
sisters-in-law. Burr and Henrietta Rynbrandt of

Hudsonville, Mich., Mrs. Arthur (Clarice) De
Kock of Jenison, Mich., and Mrs. Alyn (Wilma)
Rynbrandt of Jenison.

Mae vanHartesveldt '36 Veldhuis of South
Branch, Mich., died on Tuesday, Aug. 31, 1993.
She was 78.
She was bom on Oct. 26, 1914. She received
her master's degree in special education from
Wayne State Universityin 1966.
She taught in the Detroit (Mich.) Public
Schools for 15 years (1956-1971). She was a
member of the National,state and her county
Audubon Societies,the Michigan Associationof
Retired School Personnel and the United
Methodist Church of Hale.
Survivors include her husband, Harry; children, Doris Veldhuis,Vivian (Richard) Lamorte
and Fred Veldhuis;four grandchildren;and six
great-grandchildren.
Bradford Williams'73 of Holland, Mich.,
died on Sunday, Oct. 17, 1993, in Butterworth
Hospital in Grand Rapids, Mich., from injuries
sustainedin an automobile accident. He was 42.
Bom in White Plains, N.Y., on Jan. 8, 1951, he
first came to Holland to attend Hope. He began
his career in puppetry by assisting Burr
Tillstromin the creationand performance of
Kukla, Fran and Ollie: A Retrospective.
He receivedhis MFA in puppetry from the
Universityof Connecticut. He was a founding

member of the Pandemonium
Company, as well as

Puppet

the designer, constructor

and manipulator of the puppets for Pinwheel, the
foundation for the Nickelodeon cable channel.
He acted as a consultant,instructorand
artist-in-residence at several institutions
around the country, including Ithaca College,
The National Institute for the Deaf at Rochester
Instituteof Technology,Indiana Repertory
Theatre, Indiana University of Pennsylvaniaand
The Institute of ProfessionalPuppetry Arts at
the Eugene O'Neill Theater Center.
During the past few years, he was again affiliated with Hope College. He performed and
designed sets for The Hope Summer Repertory
Theatre (HSRT), and designed, directed and
wrote plays for The Children's Performance
Troupe.
Locally, his most visible artistryincluded the
larger-than-life
creatures he created for The
Nutcracker:A Play and Peter Pan, as well as his

Summer, 1993, performances of Benjamin
Franklin in 1776, Lady Brachnell in The
Max Goldberg in
Young Rube. West Michigan-area schoolchildren were frequent recipientsof his gift of
puppetry in the form of his Punch and Judy
shows and his constant companionZabar.
He is survived by his parents,Robert and
Patricia Williams of Holland; his sister and
brother-in-law,Lorma and Ken Freestone of
Holland; and a niece and nephew, Aubrey and
Cody Freestone, also of Holland.
Importance of Being Earnest and

Sympathy to
The family of Meredith DeWitt of Holland,
who died on Tuesday, Oct. 19, 1993. She
was 19.
Surviving are her parents, Richard "Skip"
and Eunice DeWitt of Holland; a sister,Denise
(Scott) DeWitt '93 Frederickof Grand Rapids,
Mich.; grandparents, Richard A. and Betty
DeWitt, and Mrs. John (Viola) Keuning of
Holland;and a special friend, Todd Van
Haitsma of Holland.
Mich.,

The family of Everett Graham, who died on

May 14, 1993.
Survivors include his wife, Gertrude
Veneklasen '37 Graham of Holland, Mich.
Friday,

The family of Betty (Kelly) Kempker of
Holland, Mich., who died on Friday, Nov. 26,
1993, at her home. She was 74.
Survivors include daughter Mary Van Vels,
office manager of the college’s Public Safety
Department.

ED

Hope

in

the Future

Over the top
The dollar goal in the
Hope in the Future capital
campaign has been
passed with more than six
months remaining before
the fund drive concludes.
More than $52.2 million in cash

gifts

and

pledges had been raised through the end of

September. The announcementwas made
during a celebration in the Maas Center
auditorium Thursday evening, Oct. 21
"It's a very good feeling to know that we
have passed the $50 million goal. It's a
tremendous evidence of the strong loyalty
and support of Hope College on the part of
our alumni, parents and friends," said
Hope College President Dr. John H.
.

During the Oct. 21 celebration,Hope cheerleaders show just where the total stood at the end of September.

gratifying to be part of that."

"I think that the success that we have
experiencedin the campaign indicates that
the principal goals were ones with which
the friends and supporters of Hope College

campaign in that it has
focused not on buildings, although there
have been some significantachievementsin
that area, but on enhancing the quality and
affordabilityof a Hope College education,"

strongly identified,"he said.

"I'm elated," said Max Boersma '46 of
Holland,Mich., who with Philip Miller '65
of Holland is national co-chair of the campaign. "Hope in the Future was designed to

make
Hope
many

a substantial, positive difference at
College, and the support shows that
share the campaign's vision."

"Since the campaign isn't over yet,

I

trust

that the total will continue to grow,"
Boersma said. "As it does, Hope's ability to
serve its students well will grow, too."

"It's also a people

he said.

Enhancements to the academic program
through Hope in the Future have included
the additionof three endowed chairs for
faculty: the "Robert W. Haack Chair of
Economics";the "Elmer E. Hartgerink
Endowed Professorship in Chemistry";and
a chair in biology created through a
bequest from the late Dr. T. Elliot Weier of
Davis, Calif. The "Haack" chair has been
filled since the fall of 1992 by economist Dr.
John Lunn.
A variety of funds have been created to
support joint student-faculty research,
including "The Peale Fund for Faculty-

Student Research in Contemporary
Religious Thought"; "The Steketee-Folkert

Endowed Fund for

Student-Faculty

Research in Math"; and "The Soeter
Faculty/StudentResearch Fund." In addition, support has been provided for the
college's Carl Frost Center for Social
Science Research,which is a resourcefor
the entire social sciences division and supports projects in

many

fields.

Hope

The Rev. Roger Vender Kolk

’58,
national church co-chair, celebrates his
division’s subtotal.

The campaign, which will continue
through June 30, 1994, has four primary
components: enhancing the academic
program, improving student financialaid,
strengtheningChristianlife and witness,
and selectivelyimproving facilities. Most
of the funds raised through Hope in the
Future are being used to build the college's
endowment, providing on-going support
for a variety of programs and projects.
"This is a people campaign rather than a
facilities campaign," Miller said. "And it's
obviouslya people campaign just from the
amazing number of people who have
given of their time, of their resources and
of themselves to Hope College. It's been

Q3

students, parents of students, pastors

has already joined the college.

Jacobson.

has also raised the $1.2 million
needed to retain a $395,000 challenge grant
from The Kresge Foundation of Troy, Mich.
The endowed fund will provide support
for the maintenance and acquisition of scientific equipment.
The college has established 80 new
endowed scholarships through Hope in the
Future. They range from the "Hughes
Memorial Scholarship in Organ" to the
"Northern Michigan Scholarship Fund" to

A

variety of

improvementshave been

made to the

college's physical plant
through Hope in the Future.
Renovations of the college's track and
field facilities,including the construction of

the Lugers Fieldhouse, named for donors
James and Leona Lugers, and the addition
of a second soccer field, were completed in
the fall of 1991. Construction has also
started on the six-court DeWitt Tennis
Center, an enclosed facility which will be
located at the Buys Athletic Field. New laboratories have also been added on the
second floor of the Peale Science Center.
Although the campaign's $50 million
goal has been reached, remaining specific
goals within Hope in the Future make continuing the campaign essential,according
to John Nordstrom,who is directorof
development and director of the Hope in the
Future campaign.
"We're celebrating going over the top,
but it's not a celebration yet of the end of
the campaign," he said.
For example, Hope continues to raise the
$2.4 million needed to retain a $600,000
challengegrant awarded on behalf of the
Van Wylen Library by the National
Endowment for the Humanities. Similarly,
the new language arts facility the college
hopes to build has not yet been funded, and
Hope is still adding to a planned $5 million
scholarship fund for students from the
Reformed Church in America.
Additionalfunding through Hope in the
Future will also enable the college to do
more — such as offer more financial aid to
other students, if yet more endowed scholarships are established.

and

friends of Hope.
The volunteer involvement of the Hope in
the Future strategicplanning anticipated an

importantquality of the campaign: its volunteer focus. More than 750 volunteers
nationwide have worked on the campaign's behalf.
"I'm very grateful for the outstanding

volunteersthat we have had in this campaign," Dr. Jacobson said. "They have been
at the very core of the effort, and without

“What do

I

do

with this one?,” jests

national co-chair Philip Miller ’65.
Although the campaign watch has been
topped off, additional needs remain.

Publicly unveiled in January of 1992, Hope

in the Future is the

largest single

The

their hard

work and

loyal

paign's great success

support the cam-

would not have been

the "Tanaka Memorial Foundation

fund-raising effort in Hope's history.

Scholarship Fund."
Christian life and witness at

largest previously was The Campaign for

possible."

Hope, which concluded in 1987 after raising

"I'm particularly grateful to Max
Boersma and Phil Miller for their leadership
as co-chairs of the campaign, and also to
each one of the 750 volunteers who gave

Hope has

received support through the additionof

$31.7 million.

the endowed "Hinga-Boersma Dean of the
Chapel," contributed by Max '46 and
Connie Hinga '49 Boersma, and an endowment to underwrite a chaplain's position
from Leonard and Marjorie Maas of
Grandville, Mich. The Rev. Ben Patterson
has been appointed to the deanship, and

Hope in
1989
and 1990. The strategicplanning involved
125 members of the extended Hope community representingall of the college's
constituencies,including the Board of
Trustees, faculty, alumni, administrators,

The campaign originated with

the

the Future strategic planning process in

generously of their time and effort," he said.

commitment to Hope College today
Hope College of
tomorrow will be an even more effective
'Their

has helped insure that the
place of learning for

its

students."
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